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Preface to ”Bioelectric Sensors”

Bioelectric sensors represent a continuously growing segment of biosensor technologies and

applications, offering key advantages in terms of their practicability of application and scalability

of manufacturing. Progress in related fields has been considerably boosted by advances in

microelectronics and nanotechnology, in general, while the quiver of biocompatible materials

serving as intermediates between biorecognition elements and electronic components has been

impressively expanded. Although bioelectric sensors share many traits with electrochemical sensors,

especially regarding common features of instrumentation, they are focused on the measurement

of the electric properties of biorecognition elements as a reflection of cellular, biological, and

biomolecular functions in a rapid, very sensitive, and often non-invasive manner. Bioelectric

sensors offer a plethora of options in terms both of assay targets (molecules, cells, organs,

and organisms) and methodological approaches (e.g., potentiometry, impedance spectrometry,

patch-clamp electrophysiology). Irrespective of the method of choice, “bioelectric profiling” is being

rapidly established as a superior concept for several applications, including in vitro toxicity, signal

transduction, real-time medical diagnostics, environmental risk assessment, and drug development.

The Special Issue Bioelectric Sensors is the first one exclusively dedicated to advanced and

emerging concepts and technologies of bioelectric sensors. Contributed articles focus on key

topics such as reflectance-based pulse sensors, wireless monitoring systems, and bioelectric biochips

and applications including non-invasive wound healing, cancer cell fingerprinting, differential

drug screening, and advanced pacemaker performance modeling. All approaches are handled

in the context of point-of-care/portable and wireless instrumentation and intelligent bioelectric

sensing platforms.

Spyridon Kintzios

Editor
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Bioelectric sensors lie, by definition, on the interface between biological elements and electronic
circuits, irrespective of scale, manufacturing method, and working principle. They distinguish
themselves from electrochemical sensors in the sense that they rely exclusively on cells, tissues,
and even organs as the biorecognition elements, instead of using only biomolecular moieties, such as
antibodies, enzymes, or oligonucleotides.

Bioelectric sensors are quite popular as tools for rapidly accessing the cellular physiologic status:
this is a field where both potentiometric and bioimpedance-based biosensors are being increasingly
used for toxicity and/or metabolic effects screening [1–4]. Recent examples in the later application area
are represented both by the XF Extracellular Flux Analyzer platform for metabolic assays [5,6] and the
Cell Culture Metabolite Biosensor prototype [7] for measuring glycolytic metabolism and inhibitor
effects on CD4+ T cells. More advanced systems and approaches are able to provide considerable
volumes of experimental information, for example, by means of impedance frequency spectrometry,
which can, in turn, be used to train dedicated software for identification and classification of data
subgroups. On the biological side, significant progress has been made by immobilizing cells either
two-dimensionally onto the surface of conducting electrodes or in a three-dimensional configuration
in the appropriate gel: the last option usually contributes to significant simplification and increased
efficiency of operation, as well as extended cell viability and storage stability [8].

Among the advantageous traits of bioelectric sensors, speed, non-invasiveness and low cost
per assay are the most prominent ones. As a paradigm, bioelectric profiling toxicity assays against
pesticide residues can be conducted within a few minutes whereas conventional enzyme-based optical
assays may require several hours or even days [9,10]. On the downside, information on the electric
properties of living cells and tissues is rarely associated with specific molecular functions, unless the
cellular biorecognition element is tailor-made to couple certain biochemical responses to a bioelectric
mechanism. Such is the case of membrane-engineered cells and cells with synthetic gene circuits [11–13].
Otherwise, the preferable field of application for bioelectric sensors remains that of a more holistic
screening of cellular physiology, in particular cell toxicity and membrane channel activity.

Similar to electrochemical sensors but also distinct from them, bioelectric sensors are able to monitor
in real-time, often continuously, physiological patterns and transmit results via Bluetooth/internet
to remote data storage, process, and interpretation sites. In several cases, monitoring is conducted
non-invasively and, most importantly, not requiring sample extraction. In this way, it is possible
to couple biosensors with dedicated, true point-of-care (POC) or point-of-test (POT) platforms
(e.g., wearables) that are integrated in various Internet of Things (IoT) networks, including
smartphone-based telemetry and e-health applications [14–19].

In this context, the present Special Issue is not only the first volume exclusively dedicated to
bioelectric sensors. In a genuinely emblematic approach, its seven articles, selected through very
rigorous peer review and authored by experts of the highest caliber globally, deal with the foremost
and advanced technologies and applications in the field of bioelectric sensors. Moreover, they focus

Biosensors 2020, 10, 96; doi:10.3390/bios10080096 www.mdpi.com/journal/biosensors1
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on system integration to deliver practical point-of-care/portable and wireless instrumentation and
intelligent bioelectric sensing platforms. These will be presented in more detail in following.

Organic biosensors with minimum power consumption represent the next stage of pulse
meters, i.e., devices serving as non-invasive rapid medical diagnostic tools by measuring the rate
of rhythmic contraction and expansion of an artery, in sync with the heart. They are based on the
photoplethysmogram (PPG) principle, according to which, changes in reflected light, detectable as
a PPG signal, correspond to changes in the volume of the underlying artery. In their contribution,
Elsamnah et al. [20] report the development of a novel organic optoelectronic device purposed as a pulse
oximeter and based on two alternative designs using large organic photodiodes (OPDs) and organic
light-emitting diodes (OLEDs). These two models were simulated by representing the simplified
four-layer structure of a finger model, with red OLED being preferred over green and infrared ones.
Both devices were reliable and obtained a clear and stable PPG signal from a healthy individual,
with minimum power consumption in wireless monitoring of PPG waveforms. The biosensor pulse
meter showed promising results with ultra-low power consumption, 8 μW at 18 dB signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR), and demonstrated its ability to measure a clear PPG signal up to 46 dB SNR at a constant
current of 93.6 μA. Coupled with a low manufacturing cost, the novel system is very promising for
long-term wireless PPG signal monitoring, possibly also as part of a wearable medical device.

Next, Kiani et al. [21] report on the combination of a miniaturized—and therefore fully
portable—p-n junction-based Si biochip with impedance spectroscopy, and using the industrial
metal-binding, metal-remediating bacteria Lysinibacillus sphaericus JG-A12 as the biosensing element.
The ohmic or Schottky contacts in the biochip was modelled as the combination of resistors and
capacitors, while impedance spectrometry was modelled by using constant phase elements (CPEs).
The bulk capacitance of the depletion region of the semiconductor and the capacitance of the Schottky
contacts between electrodes and semiconductor contributed to the impedance spectra of the biochips.
A linear pattern of response was determined with increasing bacteria concentration measured at test
frequencies of 40 Hz, 400 Hz, and 4000 Hz.

Nanotechnology is a major accelerator in the race for continuous device miniaturization and,
naturally, bioelectric sensors could not be kept out of this progress. Janssen et al. [22] elaborate on the
use of carbon nanotubes (CNTs) for improved sensitivity and response time as potential candidates
for PoC protein detection, with the detection of bovine serum albumin (BSA) as a proof-of-concept
application. Having a nanometer-scale diameter, CNTs are characterized by large surface and high
electrical conductivity, which renders them ideal substrates for manufacturing bioelectric sensing
element at the nanoscale. When considering a large, three-dimensional population of such conductive
nanoelements interacting with biological moieties—such as antibodies—the systemic conductivity
depends on the topological alignment of the nanoelements in this network. In other words, depending
on the interaction between nanoelements such as CNTs and their immediate environment, including
antibodies and target antigens (analytes in a sample), any disruption of the network continuity will
result in a measurable increase in the network’s electrical resistance. This effect is called electrical
percolation. The authors applied this working principle to develop a CNT-based, bioelectrical
percolation sensor for rapid (10 min) BSA determination with a limit of detection of 2.89 ng/mL and
a linear response between 5 and 45 ng/mL. The biosensor was built upon a disposable cellulose paper
strip impregnated with CNTs and antibodies for protein detection, the electrical resistance of which
was measured with a programmed Arduino Uno.

Application wise, one of the most intriguing and, at the same time, fascinating areas is the
intercalation of bioelectric sensors with bioelectromagnetic medical interventions. Wound healing
with the aid of external electric fields is such a case. Electrical simulation (ES) is one of the current
electromagnetic therapeutic approaches to non-surgical wound healing. Lagoumintzis et al. [23] report
on wireless micro current stimulation (WMCS), an alternative non-invasive and non-contact method
to electrode-based ES. This approach utilizes the current-carrying capacity of charged air gas, based
on the ability of nitrogen (N2) and/or oxygen (O2) molecules to accept or donate electrons, in order
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to distribute currents and voltages within the subject tissue. The authors applied an O2
−-induced

microcurrent of 1.5–4.0 μA intensity in the patient’s body by using a device capable of producing
a specific number of charged particles which covered the wound area from a distance of 12–15 cm.
Clinical observations after a three-month treatment period demonstrated the considerable reduction of
massive pressure ulcers and the formation of healthy new epithelial tissue. Immunohistochemical
analysis revealed both a suppression of inflammation upon WMCS treatment, as well as an increase in
myofibroblastic activity, collagen formation, mast cell existence, and a reduced granulocyte aggregation.
In essence, the application of tandem WMCS sessions led to reverse the wound-associated electrical
leak that short-circuits the skin and to restore the physiological electric fields and ionic currents of the
affected tissues. The potential benefits of wide adoption of WMCS in clinical practice as a non-invasive,
reagent-free method for wound healing is more than obvious.

Bioelectric profiling is being rapidly established as a superior concept for several applications,
including in vitro toxicity, signal transduction, real-time medical diagnostics, environmental risk
assessment, and drug development. In the case of cancer, research in the field of hypoxia revealed
how critical the pericellular oxygenation in a cell culture is. In this context, a critical marker for the
monitoring the differentiation of cancer cells within a cell population is superoxide anion, which is
mainly generated as a by-product of the oxidative phosphorylation by the electron transport chain
of the mitochondria, is released to the mitochondrial matrix, where it is converted immediately to
hydrogen peroxide. Mitochondrial hydrogen peroxide can then diffuse to the cytosol and the nucleus
and react with other free radical species, alter signaling pathways or cause cellular damage. Along with
other free radical species, superoxide has been found to mediate the development and/or survival
of cancer cells and tumors, both in vivo and in vitro [24–26]. While hypoxia-regulated processes
can result in the bad prognosis of conventional chemotherapy it is essential to monitor and control
the cellular microenvironment. Mavrikou et al. [27] demonstrate an innovative and technologically
disruptive approach for cell culture monitoring that can be used as an indicator for the response to
different chemotherapy options. In particular, they investigated the accumulation of superoxide ions
in cultured HeLa cervical cancer cells in response to different 5-fluorouracil (5-FU) concentrations.
The anticancer activity of 5-FU emerges from the inhibition of thymidylate synthase (TS) activity
during the S phase of the cell cycle and its incorporation into RNA and DNA of tumor cells, as well as
from the generation mitochondrial ROS in the p53-dependent pathway [28–32]. Superoxide ion
accumulation was monitored with the aid of an advanced bioelectric sensor based on Vero cells which
were membrane-engineered with superoxide dismutase. As proven in several reports, the membrane
potential of membrane-engineered Vero cell fibroblasts is affected by the interactions of electroinserted
SOD molecules and superoxide anions, producing measurable changes in the membrane potential
and can be used to determine superoxide extracellular accumulation, e.g., in association with in vitro
neuronal differentiation. Therefore, by monitoring superoxide anion concentration in the culture
medium after treatment with the chemotherapeutic agent, the authors were able to establish in a high
throughput, non-invasive way the in vitro efficacy of 5-FU. This novel cell monitoring tool could be
used for the accurate assessment of chemoresistance in cervical and other cancer cells, at least as far as
its association with redox balance is concerned [33–35].

Within the same field of application and instead of measuring superoxide accumulation in
cancer cells, Paivana et al. [36] opted for the direct assessment of the bioelectric properties of four
different cancer cell lines (SK-N-SH, HEK293, HeLa and MCF-7) in response, once again, to 5-FU.
Cancer cells were immobilized in calcium alginate matrix to mimic the natural tumor environment
in vivo and cultured in different cell population densities (50,000 μL, 100,000 μL, and 200,000/100 μL).
Bioelectric profiling was conducted by means of bioelectrical impedance-based measurements at
three frequencies (1 KHz, 10 KHz, and 100 KHz). For impedance measurements, a voltage of
0.74 Vrms ± 50 mVrms was applied via the two terminals to the gold-coated electrodes. In this way,
multi-dimensional mapping (cell line x population density x frequency) was achieved for the response
of each cancer cell line against different 5-FU concentrations, in a rapid and entirely non-invasive
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way. It was demonstrated that bioimpedance measurements were highly correlated with standard
cytotoxicity assays. This innovative bioimpedance profiling approach could enable the acquisition of
a unique fingerprint for each cancer cell line response to a particular anticancer compound, therefore
significantly accelerating the pace of chemotherapy drug screening.

The final contribution by Ibrahim et al. [37] is the one more closely related to the title of this
editorial; namely, the integration of bioelectric sensors in the IoT networks and their role in the ongoing
Digital or Industrial Revolution 4.0. In their report, the authors deal with the advanced yet quite
an issue of protection against cyberattacks on remote health monitoring systems. In recent years,
these systems have experienced almost incredible growth and popularity mainly due to their wide
availability as fitness/daily life components of wearables and associated apps. On a more strictly
medicinal level, IoT implantable therapeutic equipment and networks (availing over more than one
hundred medical tools) are becoming standard issues of modern medical practice. One solution to
counter cyberattacks, including tampering, sniffing, and unauthorized access is the construction of
attack graphs as a technique to determine risks and vulnerabilities within interoperable systems and to
identify possible attack paths. For this purpose, the authors used the pacemaker automatic remote
monitoring system (PARMS) as a model for developing tailor-made attack graphs. They illustrate
life-threatening risks to patients presented by hacking into the pacemaker’s system and the feasibility
of protecting implantable medical devices (IMDs) [38] by carrying out security strategies completely
on an external device called a shield. This is definitely a technological field with considerable
growth perspectives.

In conclusion, bioelectric sensors are here to stay in spite of their relatively recent emergence
in diagnostic technology and related business. Without a doubt, they constitute an internal part of
the wearables industry, which will keep on expanding in the next years. Bioelectric profiling is also
becoming a valuable tool for rapid toxicity assays and compound x cell type fingerprinting, e.g., in the
area of food safety control [10]. Innovative bioelectric sensors are being continuously developed
to meet dire and yet unpreceded diagnostic and analytical needs; a vivid, very recent example is
the expedient development of a cell-based bioelectric sensor for the ultra-sensitive detection of the
SARS-CoV-2 S1 spike protein antigen in just three minutes [39]. As a final comment, bioelectric
sensors may evolve as a separate scientific field themselves, opening new perspectives for a deeper
understanding of bioelectric phenomena and their exploitation for practical purposes. One of the many
possibilities in this direction is demonstrated by the new scientific topic of non-chemical distant cell
interaction (NCDCI), where new principles of biology are being currently discovered in parallel with
the development of innovative bioelectric sensing tools [40].
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Abstract: This paper compares the structural design of two organic biosensors that minimize power
consumption in wireless photoplethysmogram (PPG) waveform monitoring. Both devices were
fabricated on the same substrate with a red organic light-emitting diode (OLED) and an organic
photodiode (OPD). Both were designed with a circular OLED at the center of the device surrounded
by OPD. One device had an OLED area of 0.06 cm2, while the other device had half the area. The gap
distance between the OLED and OPD was 1.65 mm for the first device and 2 mm for the second. Both
devices had an OPD area of 0.16 cm2. We compared the power consumption and signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR) of both devices and evaluated the PPG signal, which was successfully collected from a fingertip.
The reflectance-based organic pulse meter operated successfully and at a low power consumption of
8 μW at 18 dB SNR. The device sent the PPG waveforms, via Bluetooth low energy (BLE), to a PC
host at a maximum rate of 256 kbps data throughput. In the end, the proposed reflectance-based
organic pulse meter reduced power consumption and improved long-term PPG wireless monitoring.

Keywords: organic optoelectronic device; pulse meter; biosensor; Bluetooth low energy (BLE);
photoplethysmogram (PPG)

1. Introduction

A pulse meter is a device used to measure the rate of rhythmic contraction and expansion of an
artery at each beat of the heart based on the photoplethysmogram (PPG) principle. It has received
enormous attention over the past decade, primarily from the healthcare industry, due to its continuous,
real-time, and noninvasive monitoring, which provides the information necessary to determine an
individual’s health status and even provide a preliminary medical diagnosis [1–3]. Pulse meters rely
on the PPG principle, which necessitates a light source and a light detector. The light is transmitted
through tissue and reflects onto the light detector, as shown in Figure 1. When the heart beats, the blood
volume of the arteries changes accordingly and causes variable light absorption, allowing changes
in reflected light to be detected as a PPG signal. The detected PPG signal comprises an alternating
(AC) component, due to the variable absorption of the pulsatile arterial blood, and a steady-state (DC)
component, from the veins, capillaries, tissues, bones, and other non-pulsatile components, as shown
in Figure 2 [4]. The AC component is the outcome of light absorption by the arteries, while the DC
component is the outcome of light absorption by body tissues and veins. Therefore, the pulsatile
effect occurs only in the arteries, not in the veins or other non-pulsatile components. There are two
approaches that can be used to obtain a PPG signal from a biosensor pulse meter: reflection and
transmission. The reflection method was utilized in this work because of the freedom of use. The
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device could be easily worn or attached to different parts of the human body. The transmission method
involves tissue transillumination and required that a light source and a detector be placed opposite
each other. Consequently, the transmission method could only be used on external body parts such as
fingertips and ear lobes.

 
Figure 1. Acquisition of photoplethysmogram (PPG) signal from the reflection method.

 
Figure 2. Schematic of light absorption in body tissues.

In recent years, organic pulse oximeters have received significant attention from researchers due
to the many advantages of organic optoelectronic devices, including their relative low cost, simple
fabrication and their ability to be fabricated on flexible substrates, for comfortable wearable medical
devices. Furthermore, large organic photodiodes (OPDs) can be easily fabricated, compared to the
restricted size of generic silicon-based photodiodes (PD). This has made organic light-emitting diodes
(OLEDs) and OPDs preferable for use in wearable pulse oximeters [5–7]. In the literature, there were
several proposed OLED and OPD designs that aimed to improve power consumption and signal
quality. To improve the longevity of the batteries in inorganic reflective pulse oximeters, the authors
of [8] proposed an annular PD ring design with a light-emitting diode (LED) located at the center.
A rectangular OPD device and a device with two separated square OLEDs were proposed in [9].
Meanwhile, the authors in [10] proposed a design with a circular OPD in the center of a half-ring
of red polymer light-emitting diodes (PLEDs) and a half-ring of green PLEDs. The authors of [11]
conducted optical simulations to test the power consumption of their designs involving a ring of OPDs
surrounding a circular OLED. Various other researchers have attempted to develop a wireless pulse
meter and to solve the problems associated with it, such as signal quality and power consumption.
In [12], the study proposed a compact portable module composed of an array of photodetectors that
could be distributed radially around LEDs and the PPG signal sent via a Zigbee protocol wireless
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module. The chip consumed 38 mA to transmit the data and 37 mA to receive the data. The red LEDs
consumed about 38 mW and the IR LEDs about 26 mW. The authors of [13] proposed a wireless heart
rate (HR) and peripheral oxygen saturation (SpO2) monitoring system that could be connected to a
local wireless network via Wi-Fi technology and the information was transmitted in real time to a
webpage for remote monitoring. The current consumption of that wireless microcontroller unit (MCU)
chip was 229 mA for transmission (TX) traffic and 59 mA for reception (RX) traffic. Other researchers
proposed wireless pulse oximeters but did not mention the power consumption of the proposed
device, such as [14], who proposed a wireless ring-type pulse oximeter with multiple detectors for
sending the signal to the host system via Bluetooth. In [15], the authors presented a PPG wireless
monitoring device embedded in a hat and glove that could send the signal via Bluetooth. However,
the wireless PPG signal quality was not adequately addressed in the previous research and prototypes.
Moreover, power consumption is a top priority in the development of wireless pulse meters because
they are battery operated. Although the previous works on pulse oximeters required two light sources,
which consumed double the power of one light source. The previously proposed wireless devices
remained impractical for long-term use, although the pulse oximeters required two light sources, which
consumed double the power of one light source. Therefore, miniature, portable, wearable pulse meters
that are able to be monitored wirelessly will provide more freedom and comfort and will be more
compatible with conventional devices, which will lead to simplified health monitoring [16]. In terms of
organic optoelectronic devices, the material structure, dimension design, and the characteristics of the
OPDs and OLEDs in this paper were different to those in previous works. Here, we propose different
material structures and dimensions of OLED/OPD devices based on our previous works [17–19] as
part of our continued attempts to improve the power consumption and signal quality of organic
pulse oximeter.

In this work, we compared two different organic pulse meter designs using OLEDs and OPDs.
We evaluated their performances in terms of the power consumption of the wireless pulse meter.
This paper highlighted the importance of designing OPD and OLED structures, guided by optical
simulation, to enhanced signal quality and minimize the power consumption for monitoring the PPG
waveforms via Bluetooth low energy (BLE).

2. Materials and Methods

Two devices, Device-1 and Device-2, were fabricated with different OLED areas. Both devices had
a circular OLED at the center and were surrounded by a ring of OPDs. Device-1 had an OLED area of
0.06 cm2 while Device-2 had an OLED area of 0.03 cm2. The gap distance between the OLED and OPD
was 1.65 mm and 2 mm for Device-1 and Device-2, respectively. Both devices had the same OPD area
of 0.16 cm2. The OPDs were ring-shaped and surrounded the OLED to effectively collect the reflected
photons from the skin.

2.1. Optical Simulation

To simulate the whole system optically, a simplified finger model was designed and configured,
followed by the OLED and OPD device models. Next, all models were simulated optically using
LightTools software (Synopsys, Inc., Mountain View, CA, USA), which uses the ray-tracing and Monte
Carlo methods. Figure 3 illustrates the distribution of the light rays from the red OLED into the human
finger and shows the simplified four-layer structure of a finger model. The red OLED was adopted due
to its advantages over other OLEDs colors including the green OLED and near-infrared (NIR) OLED.
In the case of green OLED, the green light has a shorter wavelength, which leads to decreasing the
penetration depth of the light in the human body and getting absorbed. In the case of the NIR OLED,
the NIR region of the spectrum has a longer wavelength, which leads to increasing the penetration
depth of the light in the human body. However, the EQE in this region is significantly lower than the
OLED in the visible region. Moreover, fabricating NIR OLED/OPD is difficult and still under research
and development [20,21]. In the model, the arterial blood vessels were assumed to be included in the
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skin and the subcutaneous adipose tissue for simplicity. Device-1 and Device-2 were attached to the
simplified finger model as shown in Figure 3A,B. The optical parameters were approximated using the
literature [22–25], and are shown in Table 1 where the refractive index of the material describes how
fast light propagates through the material. The Henyey–Greenstein function was used to approximate
the angular scattering dependence of single scattering events in biological tissues.

Figure 3. A simplified finger schematic with the organic light-emitting diode (OLED) as the light source
and the organic photodiodes (OPDs) as the surface receiver for (A) Device-1 and (B) Device-2.

Table 1. Summary of the approximated optical parameters of a human finger.

Tissue
Wave-length

(nm)

Index of
Refraction

(n)

Henyey–Greenstein
(g)

Absorption
Coefficient

(Ua) in mm−1

Scatter
Coefficient

(Us) in mm−1

Thickness
(mm)

Human Skin 625 1.55 0.81 0.27 18.7 2
Subcutaneous
Fat 625 1.44 0.9 1.14 12.8 2.5

Muscle 625 1.37 0.9 0.56 64.7 3
Bone 625 1.37 0.9 0.04 19.5 6

The dimensions of the OLED and OPD design structure for both devices are illustrated in
Figure 4A,B, which demonstrates that the area of the OLED in Device-1 was designed to be double the
size of that in Device-2 in order to evaluate the effect of increasing the light source and decreasing the
gap distance between the OLED and the OPDs. The radiant power of the light source was assumed,
based on our previous red OLED devices (625 nm), to be 2.8 μW and 1.4 μW for Device-1 and Device-2,
respectively. The simulation traced one million rays in each device. The simulation results, shown
in Figure 4C,D, show the irradiance on the OPD area, where the maximum estimated irradiance for
Device-1 was 9.8 × 10−10 W/mm2 and for Device-2 was 3.7 × 10−10 W/mm2. While the simulation
presented an unequal irradiance distribution due to the spline effect of the ray simulation, we assumed
the maximum irradiance was distributed equally. Therefore, the total received power of Device-1 and
Device-2 was 15.6 × 10−9 W and 5.9 × 10−9 W, respectively. To put that into perspective, 0.55% of light
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rays reflected on the OPD of Device-1, while Device-2 received 0.42% of the light rays on the OPD.
In these simulation results, when the gap between the OLED and the OPDs was decreased from 2 mm
in Device-2 to 1.62 mm in Device-1, the total power increased to more than double, which means that
the amplitude of the PPG in Device-1 was expected to be bigger than the amplitude in Device-2.

 
Figure 4. The dimensions of the OLED and OPD design structure in (A) Device-1 and (B) Device-2.
The optical simulation results at the receiver’s surface in Watt per mm2 for (C) Device-1 and (D) Device-2.

2.2. The Organic Optoelectronic Device

Device-1 and Device-2 were fabricated with two different OLED sizes and a similar OPD area.
As a monolithic device, the OLED and the OPD were deposited onto the same 0.7-mm-thick glass
substrate. For simplicity of the structure of the device and future fabrication, identical red OLED and
OPD structures, shown in Figure 5A, were fabricated on the same substrate. The organic material
structure of the OLEDs and OPDs were the same for Device-1 and Device-2, as shown in Figure 5B.
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Figure 5. (A) The fabricated organic biosensor pulse meter for Device-1 and Device-2. (B) A cross-section
of the organic material structure of the OLED and OPD for both devices.

The fabrication process of the organic pulse meter sensor started with the preparation of glass
substrates that were coated with indium-tin-oxide (ITO) and then loaded into an evaporator chamber
to deposit organic metal layers with the proper shadow mask patterns for the OLED and followed
by the OPD. The shadow masks were designed in a way to prevent the issue of misalignment in the
multi-mask processing of monolithic device fabrication. Then, the samples were encapsulated without
exposure to air in a glove box, which was connected to the deposition chamber by glass lid using UV
curable epoxy resin [18]. Thereafter, the samples were used for evaluating the performance of the pulse
meter sensor. Figure 5B illustrates the structure of the OLED and OPD used in Device-1 and Device-2.
The OLED device structure consisted of ITO (110 nm), a transparent anode that allowed the generated
light to be emitted from the glass panel, HAT-CN (10 nm) as the hole injection layer, Tris-PCz (60 nm)
as the hole transport layer, mCBP:10 wt% Ir(piq)3 + (30 nm) as the emissive layer where the holes and
electrons recombined to emit light, T2T (10 nm) as the electron blocking layer, Bpy-TP2 (70 nm) as the
electron transport layer, LiF (0.8 nm) as the electron injection layer, and Al (100 nm) as the cathode for
the OLED. The OPD structure consisted of ITO (110 nm), with MoOx (10 nm) as the hole injection layer,
DBP (10 nm), DBP:C60 (50 nm), and C60 (20 nm) combined in the device active layer, BCP (8 nm) as
the electron transport layer, and Al (100 nm) as the cathode.

The characteristics of the OLED and OPD devices were essential to the signal quality of the
biosensor pulse meter. Organic LEDs have many advantages over LEDs, despite the fact that they
have a shorter lifetime. OLEDs are relatively easy to produce, flexible, foldable, transparent, and
capable of fast switching. Moreover, their cost is lower and they consume less power. The emission
spectra of the OLED for Device-1 and Device-2, where the maximum intensity of light was 625 nm, are
shown in Figure 6A. The slight difference in the characteristics of both devices was due to thickness
variation because the devices were not fabricated at the same time. Figure 6B presents the OPD’s
external quantum efficiency (EQE) at zero-bias condition, where the maximum EQE was about 37% at
625 nm, which sufficiently overlapped with the peak EL of the red OLED wavelength.
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Figure 6. (A) The OLED’s electroluminescence spectrum with respect to wavelength (nm). (B) The
OPD’s external quantum efficiency (EQE) with respect to the wavelength.

2.3. The Device Structure

The structure of the proposed biosensor pulse meter for wireless monitoring was composed of
three parts: an organic optoelectronic device, a device holder, and a PCB that included a driver circuit
and a wireless microcontroller unit (MCU) module, as illustrated in Figure 7.

Figure 7. (A) The proposed portable pulse meter prototype for wireless monitoring via Bluetooth low
energy (BLE). (B) The device holder, that used to fix the parts together, and its dimensions.
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In the driver circuit, the small photocurrent generated by the OPD needed a transimpedance
amplifier (TIA) to convert the OPD current to a voltage signal. Next, the PPG signal required a
filtration process to eliminate the high-frequency noise and the DC component from the signal. The last
stage was to amplify the AC component of the PPG signal and send it through an analog-to-digital
converter (ADC) process. Then, the PPG signal was transmitted via serial communication block (SCB)
or Bluetooth low energy (BLE). The analog circuit employed in this work was previously described,
see [17] for more details. Figure 7A presents the portable pulse meter prototype that was proposed for
wireless monitoring of the PPG signal, and Figure 7B illustrates the dimensions of our novel tool for
fixing the biosensor pulse meter and the PCB, including the driver circuit and wireless MCU together
with aluminum shield for further protection. The wireless MCU module (CYBLE-214015-01, Cypress
Semiconductor, San Jose, CA, USA) implemented in this work is a certified and qualified module
supporting BLE wireless communication. It uses a BLE technology in which the battery life is enhanced
by keeping the radio activity short and allowing the device to reside in standby or power-down mode
during most of its operating time to consume less power.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Comparative Results for Device-1 and Device-2

The two pulse meters were evaluated in vivo on a healthy male subject, on his index finger. The
PPG signal was collected from Device-1 and Device-2 sequentially, within a specific time period, while
he was sitting on a chair. The data were recorded at the sampling frequency of 500 SPS, 8-bit resolution
from the SCB and used to evaluate both devices. Figure 8 shows that both devices were reliable and
obtained a clear and stable PPG signal. With Device-1, Figure 8A, the peak-to-peak amplitude (Vpp) of
the PPG signal was about 100 mV, while in Figure 8B, the PPG amplitude of Device-2 was less than 45
mV with a constant voltage of 5 V of the OLED. Consequently, the power consumption of each device
was different. Device-1 consumed about 1.6 mW and Device-2 about 0.6 mW. Therefore, in order to
unify the power consumption of both devices, we supplied a constant current. We compared the
amplitude and signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) values of both devices for each PPG signal at different
OLED’s driving currents, from 1.2 μA to 93.6 μA, as shown in Figure 9. The constant current was
supplied using the MCU’s analog current source. Table 2 summarizes the PPG signal characteristics of
Device-1 and Device-2. The method for quantifying the PPG signal quality using the SNR measurement
was previously described in [17].

 

Figure 8. Cont.
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Figure 8. Obtaining the PPG signal at a constant voltage source from (A) Device-1 and (B) Device-2.

Figure 9. Comparison between the PPG signals from both devices at two different current sources for
OLED (A) at 2.4 μA and (B) at 93.6 μA.

Table 2. Summary of the PPG signal quality for Device-1 and Device-2.

Device No. Average Vpp (mV) SNR (dB) Current Source (μA)

Device-1 20 45 93.6
Device-2 13 46 93.6
Device-1 0.7 18 2.4
Device-2 0.3 8 2.4

Figure 10 compares the SNR values from Device-1 and Device 2 of different gap distance at
different current consumptions. It shows that decreasing the distance of the gap between the OLED
and the OPD, in Device-1, leads to increasing in the DC noise on the OPD, as was indicated by the
SNR results with respect to the OLED current. The SNR of Device-2 at a higher OLED current of
93.6 μA was 45 dB, whereas it was 46 dB in Device-1 at the same current source even though its
PPG signal amplitude was smaller than Device-2. On the other hand, reducing the gap between the
OLED and the OPD resulted in a higher SNR of the PPG signal at a lower OLED current. As shown
in Table 2, the PPG signal amplitude increased from 0.3 mV at 8 dB in Device-2 to 0.7 mV at 18 dB
in Device-1, where the gap distances between the OLED and the OPDs were 1.65 mm and 2 mm for
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Device-1 and Device-2, respectively. It is worth mentioning that Device-1 produced an acceptable PPG
signal of about 18 dB with ultra-low power consumption, as low as 8 μW. Consequently, from these
results, Device-1 demonstrated a significantly advantageous SNR at a low current supply compared
to Device-2 where the short gap between the OLED and the OPD increased the chance of obtaining
more reflected light. That means the shorter gap between the OLED and the OPD devices will result in
improving the SNR at the low power consumption, and the larger gap will result in reducing the SNR.

Although the gap distance between the OLED and the OPD is a top priority while designing an
organic pulse meter, another two aspects that should be taken into consideration are the OLED’s area,
and OPD’s area. For the OLED’s area, if we reduced the OLED’s area in order to reduce the power
consumption, the OLED’s lifetime will also be reduced because the current density will be increased on
a small area. On the other hand, if the OLED’s area increased, then the area in the center of the OLED
will be impractical and will not contribute to increasing the reflected light from the human body. For
the OPD’s area, it should be designed in a way to surround the OLED sufficiently in order to collect
more reflected light. However, increasing the OPD’s area too much will result in increasing the DC
noise. Therefore, the area of the OPD should be consistent with OLED design, which can be achieved
by optical simulation.

Figure 10. Comparison of the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the PPG signals from Device-1 and Device-2
at different OLED driving currents from 1.2 μA to 93.6 μA.

Table 3 compares the results between our device and other devices, despite the fact that the
previous PPG signal monitoring systems are different than our current proposed device in terms of
device characteristics, flexibility and signal quality. The proposed device consumes the lowest power
for light source among them.

Table 3. Comparison table between our device and other devices.

This Work Reference [11] Reference [17] Reference [10] Reference [9]

OLED Type Red OLED Red OLED Red OLED Red PLED Red OLED
Device Flexibility Rigid Flexible Rigid Flexible Rigid
Voltage Supply (V) 3.3 3.3 5 5 9
OLED Driving Current (μA) 2.4 21 20 1000 20000
OLED Area (mm2) 6 0.5 3 N.C. 4
Power Consumption (μW) 8 24 100 N.C. N.C.
PPG Signal-to-Noise Ratio (dB) 18 N.C. 45 N.C. N.C.
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3.2. Results of BLE PPG Signal from Device-1

This section presents the results of the wireless PPG waveforms from Device-1, which was selected
as the more effective device, in terms of power consumption, for the portable pulse meter. The PPG
signal was obtained from the index finger of the subject while he was resting in a chair during a specific
period of time. The data were obtained wirelessly from the portable organic pulse meter using BLE
technology. The PPG signal was sent to a PC host using a universal serial bus (USB) dongle (PRoC
BLE CYBL10162-56LQXI, Cypress Semiconductor, San Jose, CA, USA) with 500 SPS of ADC and 8-bit
resolution. The recorded length of the PPG signal on the receiving PC host was constrained by the
sampling rate of the ADC in the chip. Although the BLE chip had an on-air data rate of 1000 kbps,
the maximum throughput data rate between the chip and our receiving PC host was 256 kbps at a
minimum connection interval of 7.5 ms. The maximum throughput was measured using the PSoC
Creator program from [26] on the BLE module and displayed on terminal window software (Tera Term,
Ver. 4.93).

Device-1 successfully showed a very clear PPG signal on the receiving PC host. Figure 11A shows
the wireless PPG waveform on our C# program where the data was obtained from the USB dongle that
supported BLE. The role of the USB dongle is to convert the Bluetooth signal to a COM port serial
signal. Therefore, the dongle was needed in the case that the PC did not have a built-in Bluetooth or
did not support the BLE. PPG waveform was recorded from the program as a comma-separated values
(CSV) file and is presented in Figure 11B. It is noteworthy to mention that the PPG signals encounter
several factors that can influence the signal’s quality such as the amount of pressure from the human
body against OLED/OPD device substrate. The device substrate should be coupled with the skin in
order to receive the reflected light on the OPD. However, more pressure on the skin results in more
pressure on the blood vessels and that causes weakness of the PPG signal’s amplitude. Therefore,
moderate pressure from the human body should be applied to the pulse meter’s substrate.

 

Figure 11. (A) The C# program shows PPG signal obtained from a universal serial bus (USB) dongle
that was connected to the portable pulse meter via BLE. (B) PPG waveform after being recorded from
the program as a comma-separated values (CSV) file.
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4. Conclusions

This paper compared two structural designs of organic pulse meters, Device-1 and Device-2,
in order to minimize the power consumption in wireless monitoring of PPG waveforms. We discussed
the optical simulation results of both devices. The proposed designs were simulated using ray-tracing
and Monte Carlo methods to evaluate the effect of increasing the light source area and decreasing
the gap distance between the OLED and OPD. Based on the simulation, the total optical power of
Device-1 was more than double to that of Device-2, where the gap distance between the OLED and
OPD was 2 mm and 1.62 mm for Device-1 and Device-2, respectively. The simulation results were
verified by fabricating two pulse meter structures with different circular OLED areas at the center
of the device but surrounded by same ring-shaped OPD area. The performance of the proposed
devices was tested in vivo on a healthy individual. In the experimental results, reducing the gap
between the OLED and the OPDs resulted in a higher SNR of the PPG signal at a low OLED power
source, and a slightly lower SNR at a high OLED power source due to the DC noise. The biosensor
pulse meter showed promising results with ultra-low power consumption, 8 μW at 18 dB SNR, and
demonstrated its ability to measure a clear PPG signal up to 46 dB SNR at constant current of 93.6 μA.
The proposed reflectance-based organic pulse meter sensor was used to wirelessly monitor the PPG
signals, and its compatible characteristics were successfully demonstrated. Clear PPG waveforms
were obtained from the portable pulse meter via BLE at 500 SPS and 8-bit resolution on the receiving
PC host. The maximum throughput data rate between the chip and the PC host was 256 kbps at
the minimum connection interval of 7.5 ms. Our proposed device was capable of producing a clear
PPG signal and operating on ultra-low power, which is essential for long-term wireless PPG signal
monitoring. In future work, the organic optoelectronic device, OPD/OLED, will be fabricated onto
a flexible substrate in order to add flexibility to the pulse meter as well as comfortability of use as a
wearable medical device.
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Abstract: In this work, we report on the impedance of p-n junction-based Si biochips with gold ring top
electrodes and unstructured platinum bottom electrodes which allows for counting target biomaterial
in a liquid-filled ring top electrode region. The systematic experiments on p-n junction-based
Si biochips fabricated by two different sets of implantation parameters (i.e. biochips PS5 and
BS5) are studied, and the comparable significant change of impedance characteristics in the
biochips in dependence on the number of bacteria suspension, i.e., Lysinibacillus sphaericus JG-A12,
in Deionized water with an optical density at 600 nm from OD600 = 4–16 in the electrode ring region
is demonstrated. Furthermore, with the help of the newly developed two-phase electrode structure,
the modeled capacitance and resistance parameters of the electrical equivalent circuit describing the
p-n junction-based biochips depend linearly on the number of bacteria in the ring top electrode region,
which successfully proves the potential performance of p-n junction-based Si biochips in observing
the bacterial suspension. The proposed p-n junction-based biochips reveal perspective applications
in medicine and biology for diagnosis, monitoring, management, and treatment of diseases.

Keywords: biochips; impedance spectroscopy; electrical equivalent circuit; biomaterial; Lysinibacillus
sphaericus JG-A12

1. Introduction

Biochips [1], as one of the most advancing technologies in the biomedical field, have attracted
lots of attention in the past decades due to their promising functionalities, e.g., for the detection and
recognition of biomaterial in a considerable wide range [2]. In the application field of microbiology,
in comparison to optical microscopy, the biochips can prevent human errors and offer faster and easier
functional operation as lab measurement tools for biosensing purposes. Thus, the biochips can be
helpful for the disease diagnosis with high reliability and time efficiency. Biochips possess many
advantages such as mass production, simple immobilization, high density, and high throughput [3].

In this work, the miniaturized p-n junction-based Si biochips are proposed with well-defined gold
ring top electrodes and unstructured platinum bottom electrodes, which offer the advantages for sensing
the biomaterial such as cost-effectiveness and high portability. The impedance spectroscopy (ImS) [4]
has been used to characterize the novel designed biochips. After applying the biomaterial in the Au ring
top electrode region, the two-phase electrode structure has been successfully developed and investigated
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for establishing the functioning electrical equivalent circuit of biochips, which can be utilized for
interpreting the impedance properties that recorded between the top and bottom electrodes [5].
Based on the two-phase electrode structure, the straight-forward linear relationship between the
specific equivalent circuit parameters and the cell numbers has been discovered, which offers the
opportunity for determining biomaterial concentration with low cost and high efficiency [6].

Furthermore, the novel p-n junction-based Si biochips possess the advantages from different
perspectives. First, the analysis cost required by p-n junction-based Si biochips for determining the cell
density of the biomaterials is considerably lower than that required by other methods [7]. For example,
in comparison to analytical techniques such as mass spectrophotometry, gas chromatography, or liquid
chromatography [8], the proposed biochips need no special treatments to the biomaterials and they can
be kept alive during the detection process. In perspective applications, the number of biomaterials will
be determined in a large concentration range by using p-n junction-based Si biochips in conduction
with their impedance characterization. Second, the newly developed two-phase electrode structure
enhanced the sensitivity of the corresponding equivalent circuit and improved the analytical accuracy
of the recorded impedance properties of biochips, which enabled the possibility for sensing biomaterial
with considerable low cost [9]. In this paper, the bacteria Lysinibacillus sphaericus JG-A12 [10] has been
studied due to its potential industrial applications in metal remediation or selective recovery of metals
in recycling processes. The S-layer protein in Lysinibacillus sphaericus JG-A12 is mainly responsible for
such outstanding metal-binding capabilities. The impedance spectroscopy of p-n junction-based Si
biochips may offer a new possibility for online monitoring the biomass during the cultivation process.

The paper is structured as follows: In Materials and Methods section, we describe the structure of
proposed p-n junction-based Si biochips and introduce electrical equivalent circuit. In Results section,
the systematical experimental study of impedance properties of biochips is demonstrated, and the
equivalent circuit parameters are extracted. In Discussions section, the origin of two-phase electrode
structure is studied and validated by the experimentally recorded impedance data. The paper is
summarized and an outlook is given in Conclusion section.

2. Materials and Methods

The bacteria used for the investigation in the work is Lysinibacillus sphaericus JG-A12,
i.e., a Gram-positive, rod-shaped soil bacterium isolated from the uranium mining waste pile
"Haberland" near Johanngeorgenstadt in Saxony, Germany. They were cultivated in nutrient broth
(8 g/L, Mast Group) overnight in Erlenmeyer flasks at 30 ◦C with shaking at 100 rpm. Cell density
was determined by measuring the optical density at 600 nm (OD600) using a UV–Vis spectrometer.
Correlation between OD600 and cell number was achieved by cell counting under a microscope using a
Neubauer counting chamber.

Detection and culture purity of the Lysinibacillus sphaericus JG-A12 is usually done with help of
microscopy, including the morphology of colonies on agar plates, the growth behavior, even the smell
of the culture. To make sure that a microorganism is Lysinibacillus sphaericus JG-A12, one has to use
genetics means for detecting the 16S rDNA sequence. All these tests are time-consuming. The cell
number could be estimated by optical density measurements (OD 600 nm) by putting culture samples
into UV–VIS spectrophotometer and using established correlation between cell count by microscopy
and OD values. The proposed p-n junction-based Si biochip could be used in a bypass of a culture
vessel to measure cell density.

2.1. Structural Description

As illustrated in Figure 1, phosphor or boron ions have been implanted into p- or n-type silicon
wafers with a thickness of 525 μm, which results in an n-p junction or a p-n junction, respectively.
The 150 nm thick gold (Au) ring top electrodes have been deposited by dc-magnetron sputtering with
inner and outer diameters of 6.7 mm and 8.0 mm (Figure 1b). A ring electrode has been chosen because
of the homogenous field distribution between top and bottom electrodes. In the work, the biochips
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PS5 and BS5 have been manufactured, measured, and modeled to analyze influence of bacteria on
the biochips. Table 1 lists the overview of the implantation parameters for the manufacturing of the
biochips PS5 and BS5 with ring top electrodes.

Figure 1. Schematic sketch of the p-n junction-based Si biochip with a ring top electrode with (a) boron
ions implanted into Si:P or with (c) phosphorous ions implanted into Si:B. (b) Photograph of a socketed
p-n junction-based Si biochip with Au ring electrode. Top and bottom electrodes have been wire-bonded
to a diode socket and connected to an Agilent 4294A impedance bridge.

Table 1. Implantation parameters of biochips PS5 (phosphor into Si:B) and BS5 (boron into Si:P). The Au
ring top electrodes and unstructured Pt bottom contacts have been prepared after ion implantation.

Biochip Implanted Ion Ion Energy (MeV) Ion Fluence (cm−2)

PS5 Phosphor 1 3 × 1013

BS5 Boron 0.45 3 × 1013

The impedance characteristics of biochips PS5 and BS5 have been recorded within the frequency
range from 40 Hz to 1 MHz under normal daylight at room temperature. These measurements
were taken using the Agilent 4294A precision impedance analyzer. In the impedance experiments,
the solvent (Deionized water) and the bacteria (Lysinibacillus sphaericus JG-A12) are added into the Au
ring top electrode region.

In order to visualize the different concentrations of Lysinibacillus sphaericus JG-A12, the optical
microscopic images have been taken before adding (Figure 2a) and after adding bacteria with
corresponding optical density at 600 nm (OD600) (Figure 2b–d). The Au ring top electrodes are
deposited on a glass slide for utilizing the phase contrast mode of microscope. The OD600 is a common
measure for microbial cell density, which can be correlated to the cell number per volume depending
on the chosen bacteria. In this work, the OD600 of 4 up to 16 are applied in the Au ring top electrode
region for further impedance characterization, which corresponds to bacteria concentration of 1.23E9
up to 6.15E9 cfu/mL under the assumption that all of the cells are alive.

Figure 2. Top view optical microscopic image of a section of ring electrode on glass with (a) Deionized
water, (b) bacteria in water at OD600 0.25, (c) bacteria in water at OD600 1, (d) bacteria in water at
OD600 2 in the ring top electrode region. Here a transparent glass substrate has been used to illuminate
the sample with light from the backside. The thickness of the ring top electrodes was 150 nm and was
large enough to keep the inserted liquid in the ring top electrode.
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2.2. Modeling

Impedance spectroscopy (ImS) analysis is a well-established method to observe the adhesion
of biomaterials because the adhesion changes the electrical behavior of the proposed biochips.
Consequently, the first assumption of the electrical equivalent circuit is obtainable based on the
electrical properties from the recorded Nyquist plots from biochips [11]. The complex nonlinear least
square (CNLS) software is usually used to model and extract the equivalent circuit parameters from the
electrical equivalent circuit. As equivalent circuit parameters, resistors or the combination of resistors
and capacitors can be used to describe the ohmic or Schottky contacts in the biochips. The parallel RC
pair can be used to analyze the full semicircular arc with its center on the real axis in the Nyquist plot [12].
Additionally, ImS on the proposed biochips yields imperfect semicircles with the center below the x-axis
and is modeled by using constant phase elements (CPEs) [13]. The importance of CPE was highlighted
by Cole and Cole [14] and was considered as an alternating current system response function [15]. CPE
admittance is calculated as Y = 1/Z = Q0 (jω)n, where Q0 has the numerical value of admittance at
ω = 1 rad/s with the unit S. Thus, the phase angle of the CPE impedance is frequency independent
and has a constant value of -(90*n) degrees. By using the CNLS software, the modeling parameters
have been iteratively determined. For the CPE component, the parameters RDE (resistance), TDE
(relaxation time), and PDE (phase) can be obtained. The resistance part of CPE is determined by RDE,
and the capacitive part Cp in CPE can be computed as Cp = (Q0 *RDE)(1/n) /RDE, where Ωmax is the
frequency at which−Im{Z} is maximum on Nyquist plot and Q0 is Q0 = (TDE) (PDE)/RDE. The electrical
properties of the biochips can be derived from the semicircle structure of the impedance spectra in
the frequency domain [16]. It has been demonstrated that the experimental impedance characteristics
can be modeled by the impedance response of an electrical equivalent circuit, which consists of CPEs,
resistors, capacitors, and inductors [17]. The capacitance and resistance are associated with space
charge polarization regions and with particular adsorption at the electrode [18], i.e., most of the
structures with electrodes normally contain a geometrical capacitance and a bulk resistance in parallel
to it [19], which is the same as for the p-n junction-based Si biochips.

In the proposed p-n junction-based Si biochips, the bulk capacitance of the depletion region of the
semiconductor and the capacitance of the Schottky contacts between electrodes and semiconductor
contribute to the impedance spectra of the biochips. CPEs have been used to model the biochips.
The electrical equivalent circuit model of the solo biochips PS5 and BS5 consist of two pairs of CPEs in
parallel with resistors (Figure 3a), while the electrical equivalent circuit of the biochips after adding
analytes into the Au top electrode region consists of three pairs of CPEs and resistors (Figure 3b).
The equivalent circuit parameters Rs and Ls contribute to the lead impedances.

Figure 3. Electrical equivalent circuits used to model impedance spectra of the biochips PS5 and BS5
(a) before (two pairs of CPEs and resistors) and (b) after inserting analytes into the ring electrode
(three pairs of CPEs and resistor). The equivalent circuit parameters Ls and Rs represent the interface
properties of the circuit wiring.

3. Results

The impedance characteristics of biochips PS5 and BS5 are studied under the same experimental
conditions. During the experiments, firstly, the ImS on solo biochips are measured without adding
anything in the ring top electrode region, secondly, the ImS on biochips are recorded after adding
20 μL Deionized (DI) water. In the third step, for both biochips PS5 and BS5, the additional 1–5 μL DI
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water or bacteria suspension are applied within the ring top electrodes. Each measurement is repeated
on individual biochip for 3 times, and the corresponding experimental (circular dots) and modeled
results (solid lines) with error bars are shown in Figures 4 and 5 for biochip PS5 and BS5, respectively.

Figure 4. Experimental and modeled Nyquist plots of the Biochip PS5 with (a, b) no filling and with DI
water (20 μL) and (a) with additional DI water with volume from 1 μL to 5 μL, and (b) with additional
bacteria volume of JG-A12 from 1 μL to 5 μL. The error bars are inserted in all Nyquist plots according
to 3 repeated Biochip experiments. The experimental results are represented in dots, and modeled
results are represented in solid lines.

Figure 5. Experimental and modeled Nyquist plots of the Biochip BS5 with (a, b) no filling and with
DI water (20 μL) and (a) with additional DI water volume from 1 μL to 5 μL and (b) with additional
bacteria volume of JG-A12 from 1 μL to 5 μL. The error bars are inserted in all Nyquist plots according
to 3 repeated Biochip experiments. The experimental results are represented in dots, and modeled
results are represented in solid lines.

The equivalent experimental results on two PS5 biochips with the same implantation parameters
without filling and with 20 μL DI water are demonstrated in Figure 4a and in Figure 4b as black and
red dots, respectively, which reveals the reproducible impedance behavior of the PS5 biochips in the
frequency domain. In Figure 4a, additional 1–5 μL DI water is applied after adding the 20 μL DI water,
while additional 1–5 μL bacteria is applied in Figure 4b. The additionally added DI water results
in an increase of corresponding capacitance and resistance parameters in the equivalent circuits in
comparison to the ImS from the case after adding 20 μL DI water, whereas the additional 1–5 μL
bacteria cause the decrease of both parameters. Moreover, by adding subsequential bacteria volume
from 1 μL to 5 μL as shown in Figure 4b, more significant changes in the third semicircle (CPE3 and R3
as illustrated in Figure 3b) can be recorded in comparison to the impedance characteristics in Figure 4a
by adding subsequential 1 μL to 5 μL DI water.

Similarly, based on the equivalent experimental results on two BS5 biochips without filling and
with 20 μL DI water in the subfigures in Figure 5, the additional 1–5 μL DI water or bacteria are applied
after adding the 20 μL DI water in Figure 5a,b, respectively. Note that, for biochip BS5 after adding the
additional 1–5 μL DI water (Figure 5a) or 1–5 μL bacteria (Figure 5b), the decrease of corresponding
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capacitance and resistance parameters (the thinner curves in Figure 5) in the equivalent circuits in
comparison to the ImS from the case after adding 20 μL DI water (thicker red curves in Figure 5a,b)
can be recorded, which is different with the biochip PS5. Nevertheless, more significant changes from
the impedance characteristics of BS5 after adding additional 1 μL–5 μL bacteria (Figure 5b) can be
detected than in the case after adding additional 1–5 μL DI water (Figure 5a), which is consistent to
the biochip PS5. These results successfully proved that biochips PS5 and BS5 can be used to detect
adhesion of Lysinibacillus sphaericus JG-A12 in the ring top electrode region.

Note that the resistance of the boron-implanted biochip BS5 (Figure 5) is typically larger than the
resistance of the phosphor-implanted biochip PS5 (Figure 4) due to the lower conductivity of the p-type
semiconductor in which the holes are majority carriers in comparison to the n-type semiconductor
whereas the electrons are the majority carriers. Conductivity is defined by σ = p.e.μh + n.e.μe,
where the mobility of holes and electrons are 505 and 1450 cm2/Vs, respectively. By adding analytes,
the capacitive impedance is decreased and a third semicircle is formed. Moreover, for the BS5 biochip,
the dramatic impedance variation is found after adding additional 1 μL of DI water (violet curve in
Figure 5a) and 1 μL of bacterial suspension (violet curve in Figure 5b) than that of biochip PS5 (violet
curves in Figure 4). The experimental impedance characteristics from the biochips PS5 can be modeled
by the equivalent circuit parameters in the equivalent circuit as shown in Figure 3, which consists of
two nonideal capacitances or CPEs (Cp1, Cp2), two parallel resistances (Rp1, Rp2), a contact resistance
(Rs) and a contact inductance (Ls). ImS modeling of biochip PS5 is shown in Tables 2 and 3 (first row).

Table 2. Modeled equivalent circuit parameters Cp1, Rp1, Cp2, Rp2, Cp3, and Rp3 of the biochip PS5
with 20 μL DI water and different additionally inserted 1–5 μL DI water (Figure 4a).

Circuit Element Cp1 (F) Rp1 (Ω) Cp2 (F) Rp2 (Ω) Cp3 (F) Rp3 (Ω) Rs (Ω) Ls (H)

PS5 8.5 × 10−9 6.5 × 102 1.4 × 10−15 2.8 × 106 - - 3.6 × 10−8 2.4 × 10−15

PS5+W20 8.1 × 10−9 8.1 × 102 5.1 × 10−15 9.4 × 106 1.4 × 10−7 2.8 × 102 3.6 × 10−8 2.4 × 10−15

PS5+W20+W1 7.8 × 10−9 8.7 × 102 5.1 × 10−15 9.4 × 106 1.4 × 10−7 3.7 × 102 3.6 × 10−8 2.4 × 10−15

PS5+W20+W2 7.6 × 10−9 8.7 × 102 5.1 × 10−15 9.4 × 106 1.5 × 10−7 4.2 × 102 3.6 × 10−8 2.4 × 10−15

PS5+W20+W3 7.6 × 10−9 8.6 × 102 5.1 × 10−15 9.4 × 106 1.6 × 10−7 4.4 × 102 3.6 × 10−8 2.4 × 10−15

PS5+W20+W4 7.6 × 10−9 8.3 × 102 5.1 × 10−15 9.4 × 106 1.6 × 10−7 4.4 × 102 3.6 × 10−8 2.4 × 10−15

PS5+W20+W5 7.6 × 10−9 8.1 × 102 5.1 × 10−15 9.4 × 106 1.7 × 10−7 4.2 × 102 3.6 × 10−8 2.4 × 10−15

W20 = 20 μL DI water, W1 = 1 μL DI Water, W2 = 2 μL DI Water, W3 = 3 μL DI Water, W4 = 4 μL DI Water,
W5 = 5 μL DI Water.

Table 3. Modeled equivalent circuit parameters Cp1, Rp1, Cp2, Rp2, Cp3, and Rp3 of the biochip PS5
and with 20 μL DI water and additionally inserted 1–5 μL bacteria (Figure 4b).

Circuit Element Cp1 (F) Rp1 (Ω) Cp2 (F) Rp2 (Ω) Cp3 (F) Rp3 (Ω) Rs (Ω) Ls (H)

PS5 8.5 × 10−9 6.5 × 102 5.1 × 10−15 9.4 × 106 - - 3.6 × 10−8 2.4 × 10−15

PS5+W20 8.1 × 10−9 8.1 × 102 5.1 × 10−15 9.4 × 106 1.4 × 10−7 2.8 × 103 3.6 × 10−8 2.4 × 10−15

PS5+W20+B1 2.1 × 10−9 7.8 × 102 5.1 × 10−15 9.4 × 106 7.8 × 10−8 2.4 × 103 3.6 × 10−8 2.4 × 10−15

PS5+W20+B2 2.2 × 10−9 7.5 × 102 5.1 × 10−15 9.4 × 106 8.2 × 10−8 2.4 × 103 3.6 × 10−8 2.4 × 10−15

PS5+W20+B3 2.4 × 10−9 7.3 × 102 5.1 × 10−15 9.4 × 106 8.8 × 10−8 2.2 × 103 3.6 × 10−8 2.4 × 10−15

PS5+W20+B4 2.5 × 10−9 6.9 × 102 5.1 × 10−15 9.4 × 106 9.0 × 10−8 2.1 × 103 3.6 × 10−8 2.4 × 10−15

PS5+W20+B5 2.7 × 10−9 6.7 × 102 5.1 × 10−15 9.4 × 106 10 × 10−8 2.1 × 103 3.6 × 10−8 2.4 × 10−15

W20= 20 μL DI water, B1= 1 μL bacteria, B2= 2 μL bacteria, B3= 3 μL bacteria, B4= 4 μL bacteria, B5 = 5 μL bacteria.

It should be noted that the equivalent circuit of the impedance spectra of the solo biochip PS5
and biochip PS5 with analytes are different due to the additional appeared semicircle. Based on the
experimental impedance characteristics from the biochips PS5 after adding analytes, the composition
and cell numbers of analytes added to the Au top ring electrode region for biochip PS5 can be
determined by modeling the equivalent circuit parameters in the equivalent circuit as shown in
Figure 3, which consists of three nonideal capacitors (Cp1, Cp2, Cp3) and three resistors (Rp1, Rp2,
Rp3), a contact resistance (Rs), and a contact inductance (Ls). The corresponding ImS modeling results
of the biochip PS5 are shown in Table 2 (with DI water) and in Table 3 (with DI water and bacteria).
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Similarly, the ImS characteristics of the biochip BS5 can be modeled with two pairs of resistors
and nonideal capacitors (Rp1, Rp2, Cp1, Cp2), contact resistance (Rs), and contact inductance (Ls).
Furthermore, for the biochip BS5 the electrical equivalent circuit model for biochip with analytes
consists of three pairs of resistance-capacitance in addition to the contact resistance and contact
inductance. The corresponding ImS modeling results of the biochip BS5 are shown in Table 4 (with DI
water) and in Table 5 (with bacteria).

Table 4. Modeled equivalent circuit parameters Cp1, Rp1, Cp2, Rp2, Cp3, and Rp3 of the biochip BS5
with 20 μL DI water and additionally inserted 1–5 μL DI water (Figure 5a).

Circuit Element Cp1 (F) Rp1 (Ω) Cp2 (F) Rp2 (Ω) Cp3 (F) Rp3 (Ω) Rs (Ω) Ls (H)

BS-5 4.6 × 10−9 1.2 × 104 7.5 × 10−15 9.4 × 106 - - 2.1 × 10−9 2.4 × 10−15

BS5+W20 4.6 × 10−9 1.5 × 104 7.5 × 10−15 9.4 × 106 2.6 × 10−6 6.2 × 105 2.1 × 10−9 2.4 × 10−15

BS5+W20+W1 4.5 × 10−9 1.5 × 104 7.5 × 10−15 9.4 × 106 2.9 × 10−5 2.1 × 103 2.1 × 10−9 2.4 × 10−15

BS5+W20+W2 4.7 × 10−9 1.4 × 104 7.5 × 10−15 9.4 × 106 3.5 × 10−5 2.3 × 103 2.1 × 10−9 2.4 × 10−15

BS5+W20+W3 4.8 × 10−9 1.3 × 104 7.5 × 10−15 9.4 × 106 3.9 × 10−5 2.5 × 103 2.1 × 10−9 2.4 × 10−15

BS5+W20+W4 4.8 × 10−9 1.2 × 104 7.5 × 10−15 9.4 × 106 4.2 × 10−5 4.3 × 103 2.1 × 10−9 2.4 × 10−15

BS5+W20+W5 4.9 × 10−9 1.2 × 104 7.5 × 10−15 9.4 × 106 4.5 × 10−5 5.0 × 103 2.1 × 10−9 2.4 × 10−15

W20 = 20 μL DI water, W1 = 1 μL DI water, W2 = 2 μL DI water, W3 = 3 μL DI water, W4 = 4 μL DI water, W5 = 5
μL DI water.

Table 5. Modeled equivalent circuit parameters Cp1, Rp1, Cp2, Rp2, Cp3, and Rp3 of the biochip BS5
and with 20 μL DI water and additionally inserted 1–5 μL bacteria (Figure 5b).

Circuit Element Cp1 (F) Rp1 (Ω) Cp2 (F) Rp2 (Ω) Cp3 (F) Rp3 (Ω) Rs (Ω) Ls (H)

BS5 4.6 × 10−9 1.2 × 104 7.5 × 10−15 9.4 × 106 - - 2.1 × 10−9 2.4 × 10−15

BS5+W20 4.6 × 10−9 1.5 × 104 7.5 × 10−15 9.4 × 106 2.6 × 10−6 6.2 × 105 2.1 × 10−9 2.4 × 10−15

BS5+W20 +B1 9.7 × 10−9 6.1 × 103 7.5 × 10−15 9.4 × 106 5.6 × 10−7 1.0 × 104 2.1 × 10−9 2.4 × 10−15

BS5+W20 +B2 1.1 × 10−8 5.4 × 103 7.5 × 10−15 9.4 × 106 7.0 × 10−7 1.1 × 104 2.1 × 10−9 2.4 × 10−15

BS5+W20 +B3 1.4 × 10−8 5.2 × 103 7.5 × 10−15 9.4 × 106 7.2 × 10−7 1.1 × 104 2.1 × 10−9 2.4 × 10−15

BS5+W20 +B4 1.7 × 10−8 5.0 × 103 7.5 × 10−15 9.4 × 106 7.6 × 10−7 1.2 × 104 2.1 × 10−9 2.4× 10−15

BS5+W20 +B5 1.8 × 10−8 4.8 × 103 7.5 × 10−15 9.4 × 106 7.8 × 10−7 1.2 × 104 2.1 × 10−9 2.4× 10−15

W20 = 20 μL DI water, B1 = 1 μL bacteria, B2 = 2 μL bacteria, B3 = 3 μL bacteria, B4 = 4 μL bacteria, B5 = 5 μL bacteria

With the help of optical microscopy, the calibration between the ImS data and cell concentration
observed with the optical density at 600 nm (OD600) has been considered. Calibration of the biochip is
achieved in the volume range from 0 μL to 5 μL bacterial suspension in 20 μL DI water. OD600 of 4
corresponds to 2.46E7 cells on the chip if Lysinibacillus sphaericus JG-A12 with 1 μL of concentration is
applied to 20 μL DI water. For calibration, the dependency of the modeled equivalent circuit elements
Rp1, Rp2, Cp1, Cp2 and Rp3 and Cp3 (from impedance modeling) on the nominal number of bacterial
cells (from optical microscopy) was evaluated on the basis of the biochip PS5 (Figure 6).

Figure 6. Modeled equivalent circuit parameters (dots) and linear fitting curve (red lines) for (a) Rp1,
and Cp1 and for (b) Rp3 and CP3 of the biochip PS5 in dependence on the number of Lysinibacillus
sphaericus JG-A12.
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As demonstrated in Figure 6, 4 equivalent circuit parameters Rp1, Cp1, Rp3, and Cp3 from
biochip PS5 have been proved to possess the linear dependence with the number of bacteria.
Moreover, 3 equivalent circuit parameters Cp1, Rp3, and Cp3 have the linear relationship with
the nominal number of bacterial cells for the biochip BS5 in the range from 2.46E7 to 1.23E8 (Figure 7).

Figure 7. Interpolation (red line) of modeled equivalent circuit parameters (a) Rp1 and Cp1 and of (b)
Rp3 and CP3 of the Si Biochip BS5 that depend on number of Lysinibacillus sphaericus JG-A12.

Among the modeled electrical elements in the equivalent circuit in Figure 3b, the Rp1 and Cp1
pair represents the Schottky contact at the electrodes/semiconductor interface. If the size of contact
area is denoted as A, by adding bacteria suspension to the top electrode region of biochips, the area of
the top contact is increased. According to the equation Rp1 = ρ(d/A), where d denotes the thickness
of the Schottky barrier, the resistance is reversely related to the area A. Thus, there is reduction in
resistance by adding the bacteria suspension. If we consider Cp1 = ε(A/d) with ε as the permittivity
of semiconductor, the relationship between Cp1 and A results in the increasing Cp1 with increasing
bacteria suspension. The Rp2 and Cp2 pair corresponds to the impedance of semiconductors Si:B in
PS5 and Si:P in BS5, and the values are kept the same in Table 2/Table 3 for PS5 and in Table 4/Table 5
for BS5, respectively. The Rp3 and Cp3 pair represents the impedance of bacterial suspension which is
added into the Au top electrode region. According to the experimental results from biochip PS5, Rp3 is
decreasing linearly with bacteria concentration, while BS5 Rp3 is increasing linearly. Cp3 is increased
linearly in both cases.

In detail, the linear impedance change that depends on the bacterial concentration for the
Si Biochip PS5 is illustrated in Figure 6 with the 4 model parameters Rp1, Cp1, Rp3, and CP3.
Furthermore, the linear impedance change that depends on the bacterial concentration for Si Biochip BS5
is illustrated in Figure 7 with the 3 model parameters Cp1, Rp3, and CP3. Therefore, a multiparameter
determination of the bacterial concentration can be performed for both Si Biochips.

4. Discussion

Due to the appearance of non-overlapping semicircular curves in the Nyquist plots which have
been shown in Figures 4 and 5, it can be directly estimated that the associated resistor (R) and capacitor
(C) can be used for describing the physical structures of the biochips [20]. Based on this initial estimation
and the experimental impedance data (Figure 8), the transferring of the equivalent circuits, based on
the physical mechanism of the biochips (Figure 9a,c) to the ones based on the assumed associated
resistor-capacitor RC pairs (Figure 9b,d), can be validated.
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Figure 8. Impedance magnitude measured at test frequencies of 40 Hz, 400 Hz, and 4000 Hz on biochips
(a) BS5 (Table S1) and (b) PS5 (Table S2) that depend on the number of bacteria. The experiments are
carried out under normal illumination.

Figure 9. Equivalent circuit models of biochips without analyte bacteria (a) based on the physical
structure of biochip and (b) based on the associated RC pairs. The parallel capacitor C2 and resistor R2

are transferred from Cdep and Rss. Equivalent circuit models of biochip with analyte (c) in Maxwell
fashion and in (d) Voigt fashion. The Voigt fashion can be transferred into Maxwell fashion by using
Equations (1)–(3).

For the proposed p-n junction-based Si biochip, the Schottky contacts are formed at the interfaces
both between Au top electrode/semiconductor and between Pt bottom electrode/semiconductor.
These two metal/semiconductor Schottky contacts can be represented by one pair of CPE and resistor in
the electrical equivalent circuit [21]. As demonstrated in Figure 9a, the p-n junction in the biochip PS5
or BS5 can be described by depletion region capacitor Cdep and semiconductor resistor Rss, which can
be further converted to the parallel C2 // R2 pair fashion (Figure 9b), where C2 = Cdep·(Q2⁄ (1+Q2)),
R2 = Rss·(1+Q2) with the definition of Q = 1/(ω·Cdep·Rss) [22]. Thus, the impedance spectra from solo
biochips PS5 and BS5 as depicted in thick black curves in Figures 4 and 5 can be modeled by using
equivalent circuits in Figure 9b.

After applying the analytes (DI water or bacteria), a two-phase electrode contact [23] can be
developed by using the proposed biochips, where one phase is resulted from the electrodes of biochips
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and the other phase is related to the added analytes [24]. The Maxwell circuit in Figure 9c can be
transferred into Voigt circuit as illustrated in Figure 9d by utilizing the following equations [25]:

C2,3 = 2Cb

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝1∓
Rss
Rb − Cb

Cdep+1

k1/2

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
−1

, (1)

R2,3 =
Rb
2

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝1±
Cb

Cdep − Rss
Rb+1

k1/2

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠, (2)

k =

(
Cb

Cdep
+

Rss
Rb

+ 1
)2
− 4Cb.Rss

Cdep.Rb
. (3)

The validity of equivalent circuit for biochips after applying bacteria can be described by
experimental impedance data as shown in Figure 8. Here, the impedance magnitude of the biochips
PS5 and BS5 after adding additional 1–5 μL bacteria has been depended on cell concentration.
The overall impedance magnitude at different frequencies is decreasing with increasing bacteria
concentration, which indicates the validity of parallel connection of RC pairs for the equivalent circuit
of biochips with added bacteria. It means that the RC pair which is corresponding to the added
bacteria should be in parallel with the p-n junction-based RC pair as shown in Figure 9d. Thus, it can
be concluded that the additional semicircles after adding the bacteria as demonstrated in Figures 4b
and 5b are caused by the liquid phase in the two-phase electrode structure.

Based on the development of two-phase electrode contact, the final equivalent circuit for the
biochips with analytes can be achieved as shown in Figure 3b, where three RC pairs applied.
The two-phase electrode structure offers the opportunity for detecting the adhesion of bacteria by
analyzing the impedance changes recorded in the Nyquist plot with higher accuracy and efficiency.

5. Conclusions

In this work, we propose the p-n junction-based Si biochips with gold ring top electrodes and
unstructured platinum bottom electrodes, which offer a novel possibility for online monitoring the
biomass during the cultivation with considerable low cost. The promising reproducible impedance
characteristics of two types of p-n junction-based Si biochips, i.e., PS5 and BS5, with different
implantation ion types and ion energy but the same ion fluence, are discussed and demonstrate the
significant change between the impedance spectra before and after adding the bacteria suspension
Lysinibacillus sphaericus JG-A12 in the top electrode region. With the help of the developed
two-phase electrode structure, the equivalent circuit is designed for the p-n junction-based Si biochips,
four modeling parameters for PS5 (Rp1, Cp1, Rp3, and Cp3) and three modeling parameters for
BS5 (Cp1, Rp3, and Cp3) reveal the linear dependence relationship with the bacterial concentration.
Such linear dependent parameters are useful for the quantitative measure of the bacteria concentration.
The limitation of the bacteria detection utilizing p-n junction-based Si biochips strongly depends on
inner and outer diameters of the ring top electrode. Thus, for detecting a smaller number of bacteria,
the inner and outer diameters should be reduced. In the future, the p-n junction-based Si biochips by
adding different live cells or tissues with different cell dimensions will be studied and their further
potential in medicine and biology applications will be explored.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at http://www.mdpi.com/2079-6374/9/4/120/s1.
Table S1: The impedance magnitude for boron-doped biochip BS5 with different amounts of analyte (1–5 μL
bacteria) at frequencies 40 Hz, 400 Hz, and 4 kHz. This table corresponds to the experimental results in Figure 8a.
Table S2. The impedance magnitude for the biochip PS5 with different amounts of analyte (1–5 μL bacteria) at
frequencies 40 Hz, 400 Hz, and 4 kHz. This table corresponds to the experimental results in Figure 8b.
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Abstract: There is a growing need for biosensors that are capable of efficiently and rapidly quantifying
protein biomarkers, both in the biological research and clinical setting. While accurate methods
for protein quantification exist, the current assays involve sophisticated techniques, take long to
administer and often require highly trained personnel for execution and analysis. Herein, we explore
the development of a label-free biosensor for the detection and quantification of a standard protein.
The developed biosensors comprise carbon nanotubes (CNTs), a specific antibody and cellulose
filtration paper. The change in electrical resistance of the CNT-based biosensor system was used
to sense a standard protein, bovine serum albumin (BSA) as a proof-of-concept. The developed
biosensors were found to have a limit of detection of 2.89 ng/mL, which is comparable to the
performance of the typical ELISA method for BSA quantification. Additionally, the newly developed
method takes no longer than 10 min to perform, greatly reducing the time of analysis compared to
the traditional ELISA technique. Overall, we present a versatile, affordable, simplified and rapid
biosensor device capable of providing great benefit to both biological research and clinical diagnostics.

Keywords: electrochemical biosensors; SWCNT; point-of-care diagnostics; label-free biosensors;
ELISA; carbon nanotubes; bovine serum albumin

1. Introduction

Recently, the need for affordable, rapid and simplified diagnostic devices has been growing,
especially in third world countries. Many diseases such as cancer and infectious disease require an
early-stage diagnosis, when treatment options can be most effective. It is also suspected that drug
discovery may be accelerated for incurable diseases such as Alzheimer’s disease where the inability to
diagnose the disease at its earliest stages may be leading to ineffective drug trials which are usually
administered to patients that possess irreversible, late-stage pathology. In the case of breast cancer,
5-year survival rates are much lower for developing countries such as Gambia (12.0%) and Algeria
(38.8%) in comparison to the United States of America (83.9%) and Sweden (82.0%) [1]. It is believed
that lower survival rates in developing countries are due to diagnosis in the advanced stages of disease
and access barriers to medical care [2–4]. In the case of infectious disease, just under 1 million people
die from malaria, 4.3 million people from acute respiratory infections and 2.9 million from enteric
infections every year [5]. More than 90% of the deaths due to infectious disease occur in developing
countries [5]. Affordable, rapid and simplified diagnostics are critical for combatting these diseases,
yet most diagnostic methods are inaccessible to those who need them most.

Currently, immunological assays such as enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) for
the detection of biomarkers in bodily fluids are sensitive and provide accurate results. However,
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the current assays involve sophisticated techniques and require highly trained personnel for execution
and analysis. It may take days to weeks for patients to obtain results from the current immunoassay
technologies. ELISA also requires large amounts of samples and due to its label-based approach,
expensive and specialized reagents are needed, which prevents the use of these assays in resource-poor
environments [6,7]. Therefore, the need for a rapid, inexpensive and simplified diagnostic device is
still unmet.

Biosensing technology is a promising alternative, owing to its potential for rapid, simple, sensitive,
low-cost and portable detection [8]. Biosensors are devices that comprise a biological component
for recognition, and a physiochemical detector component for transduction [9]. The transduction
component can be optical, electrochemical, piezoelectric, magnetic or calorimetric [9]. The biological
recognition component can be developed using enzymes, antibodies, cells, tissues, peptides, nucleic
acids and aptamers [10–14]. In regard to biosensing technology for protein detection, there is an interest
in label-free biosensors as they require only a single recognition element, leading to a simplified design
and a reduction in reagent costs and assay time [15]. Optical interferometry [16], fiber optic surface
plasmon resonance [17–20], piezoelectric [21–24] and electrochemical [25–28] label-free methods have
been developed to overcome the limitations of label-based biosensing technologies. In particular,
electrochemical label-free methods are most promising with regard to high sensitivity, lower detection
limit, lower response time, cost-effectiveness, miniaturization, simplification and portability [29,30].
Electrochemical measurement methods are most suitable for mass fabrication and have played a crucial
role in the transition towards simplified point-of-care diagnostics [11]. This shift has been evident
through the market domination of self-testing glucose strips, based on screen-printed enzyme electrodes,
coupled to pocket-sized amperometric meters for diabetes over the past two decades [31]. Although
various research efforts have been made, the development of a simplified, affordable, easy-to-use and
highly performant protein detection system for point-of-care analysis remains a challenge.

Electrochemical biosensors that utilize nanomaterials such as carbon nanotubes (CNTs) for
improved sensitivity and response time are potential candidates for point-of-care protein detection.
CNTs are hollow, cylindrical molecules consisting of a hexagonal arrangement of hybridized carbon
atoms, one or more walls and a nanometer scale diameter [32]. Their well-ordered arrangement
of carbon atoms is linked via sp2 bonds, making them the stiffest and strongest fibers known [32].
Depending on their number of walls, CNTs can be divided into single-walled carbon nanotubes
(SWCNTs) and multi-walled carbon nanotubes. In particular, SWCNTs offer great promise for
biosensing applications due to a unique combination of electrical, magnetic, optical, mechanical and
chemical properties [32]. SWCNTs exhibit the simplest morphology and may be formed by rolling up
a single graphene sheet. The large surface area of SWCNTs enables interactions with a large number
of biological agents at the carbon nanotube surface, allowing for sensitive detection of biomolecular
interactions [33]. Additionally, the electrical conductance of SWCNTs are sensitive to the environment
and vary significantly with surface adsorption of various chemicals and biomolecules, making SWCNTs
promising candidates for label-free biosensing [34–36].

Due to their unique characteristics, SWCNTs have been used in several label-free detection
modalities. One such label-free modality includes electrical percolation-based biosensors. In electrical
percolation, a long-range electrical connectivity is formed in randomly oriented and distribute systems
of conductive elements, such as SWCNTs [37]. In these systems, the passage of current through
the conductive network depends on the continuity of the network [36]. Electrical percolation-based
biosensors often comprise a 3-dimensional carbon nanotube and antibody network [37]. In such
biosensors, molecular interactions, such as the binding of antigens to antibodies, disrupt the network
continuity causing an increase in the network’s electrical resistance [37].

This paper describes the development and performance of a label-free disposable biosensor based
on cellulose paper impregnated with SWCNTs and antibodies for protein detection. The biosensors take
advantage of the electrical percolation principle in order to facilitate label-free and simplified detection
of protein biomarkers. Biosensors were developed for the measurement of BSA and comprised an
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antibody specific to BSA. These biosensors were developed for the detection and quantification of
BSA because it is often used as a protein concentration standard in lab experiments. Additionally,
targeting such a protein could be useful for determining whether our developed biosensors were
capable of measuring a standard protein in solution as a proof-of-concept and whether our method
could compete with other standard techniques such as ELISA. The data obtained in this work indicate
that such biosensors may be utilized as a foundation for rapid, inexpensive and simplified diagnostics.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Material and Reagents

The poly(sodium 4-styrene sulfonate) (PSS) and antibodies specific to bovine serum albumin
were obtained from Sigma Aldrich (St. Louis, MO, USA). SWCNTs were purchased from Cheap Tubes
Inc. (Brattleboro, VT, USA) and used without purification. Filter paper discs were cut from Whatman
cellulose filtration paper obtained from Sigma Aldrich (St. Louis, MO, USA). A bovine serum albumin
stock solution bought from Thermo Fisher Scientific (Rockford, IL, USA) was used for the preparation
of various testing concentrations of BSA. Ovalbumin stock solution was purchased from Sigma Aldrich
(St. Louis, MO, USA). The BSA ELISA kit was purchased from Cygnus Technologies (Southport,
NC, USA).

2.2. Biosensor Fabrication

SWCNTs and PSS were dispersed in distilled water to achieve a final concentration of 50 mg/mL.
The SWCNT and PSS solution underwent bath sonication for 30 min prior to centrifugation for 20 min for
the removal of aggregates. PSS was used to facilitate electrostatic adsorption for protein immobilization.
8 μL of BSA antibody was added to 5 mL of the PSS and SWCNT solution. The SWCNT-antibody
solution was vortexed for 1 min and then drop-casted onto 3 mm × 3 mm cellulose paper disks.
The disks were then placed onto a printed circuit board (PCB) electrode and freeze-dried under vacuum
to prevent antibody denaturation. Biosensors were also developed without the use of BSA antibody,
in order to control for non-specific BSA binding.

2.3. Sample Preparation

Various concentrations of BSA were prepared from a 10% BSA stock solution. 1 ng/mL, 5 ng/mL,
10 ng/mL, 20 ng/mL and 40 ng/mL BSA solutions were prepared. Ovalbumin standard solutions used
in our control experiment were prepared from a 10% stock solution in a similar manner.

2.4. Measurements

5 μL of each BSA standard solution were placed onto a biosensor disk and the biosensors
were left to dry. To determine the optimal temperature at which the biosensors should dry, or the
immunoreaction should occur, the drying and subsequent measurements were carried out under
various temperatures (4 ◦C, 23 ◦C, 37 ◦C and 50 ◦C). All electrical measurements were performed using
a programmed Arduino Uno. The Arduino measurement device was programmed to measure electrical
resistance and record the value at the transient plateau of resistance readings, before subtracting the
recorded value from the initial measurement that was taken prior to the reaction, resulting in a final
value for the change in resistance (see supplementary online material for further details). Changes in
resistance were correlated with the concentration of BSA. To control for non-specific binding, various
concentrations of BSA were applied to biosensors developed without the use of the BSA antibody.
Additionally, concentrations of a non-target analyte solution were applied to the developed biosensors.
The standard solutions of BSA were analyzed using traditional ELISA for verification and comparison.
All experiments were carried out five times before the average values were calculated. The detection
limit was calculated using LOD = 3.3 SD/S, where LOD is the limit of detection, SD is the standard
deviation and S is the slope of the resulting standard curve of the trials with BSA standard solutions.
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3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Biosensor Design

Accurate and rapid quantification of protein biomarkers plays an important role in the diagnosis
of numerous diseases. With the potential that carbon nanotube biosensors offer for rapid, simple,
sensitive and portable diagnostics, we developed SWCNT-coated paper-based biosensors for the
detection and quantification of a standard protein, bovine serum albumin. Similar to a finger-prick
blood test, the developed SWCNT biosensors were designed for the quantification of a specific protein
in a single drop (5 μL) of sample solution.

Only SWCNTs were used for the fabrication of the biosensors, due to their larger surface area.
Cellulose paper discs were drop-casted with the SWCNT/PSS/antibody solution, 6 times in a row to
achieve an electrical resistance in a sufficient 200–250 Ω range. The discs were placed onto a printed
circuit board (PCB) electrode which was subsequently freeze dried under vacuum. One of the fabricated
biosensors is depicted in Figure 1. All biosensors used during experimentation had SWCNT-coated
discs that were firmly attached to the PCB substrate. Attaching the SWCNT-coated discs to the PCB
electrodes in this way allowed us to avoid clamping electrodes that bend the flexible paper-based
biosensors, causing resistance changes due to strain that interfere with analyte measurement.

 

Figure 1. Photograph of a developed biosensor. The image displays the SWCNT-coated paper biosensor
disc at the centre of the PCB substrate.

3.2. Biosensor Testing with BSA

Biosensors were tested with increasing concentrations of BSA standard solutions in addition to
control solutions containing a non-target analyte. 5 μL of each solution was tested to generate a curve
with increasing BSA concentration. After 5 μL of a particular solution was placed onto a biosensor disc,
the reaction was allowed to proceed for 5 min before a measurement was recorded. This time-frame
was chosen in order to allow for antibody-antigen complex formation in addition to the absorption of
the sample on the disc.

With the goal of developing a biosensor based on the electrical percolation principle in order to
facilitate label-free and simplified detection of protein biomarkers, we suspected that the magnitude
of change in the electrical resistance of the developed biosensors following the addition of a sample
solution would show a positive correlation with the concentration of BSA. A detailed schematic of
the suspected sensing mechanism of our electrical percolation-based biosensor system is depicted in
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Figure 2. As expected, our resulting curve shown in Figure 3 displays a positive correlation between
BSA concentration and the magnitude of increased resistance. Based on these results, it is clear that
the presence of the analyte, BSA, reduces the current through the biosensor, and hence, increases the
resistance of the SWCNT-paper disc. Therefore, these results are in concordance with the mechanism
of electrical percolation-based biosensors. In such biosensors, the formation of antibody-antigen
complexes disrupts the continuity of a conductive network, causing an increase in the network’s
resistance, which our results exhibit [37].

 
Figure 2. Sensing mechanism of the developed biosensors predicated on the electrical percolation
principle with (A) The biosensor’s SWCNT (black) and antibody (blue) network prior to the addition
analyte and (B) the biosensor’s SWCNT-antibody network following the addition of analyte (red),
leading to an increase in resistance. Gray SWCNTs are those that are no longer connected in a conductive
SWCNT pathway due to the presence of analyte.

 
Figure 3. Biosensor detection results. This standard curve resulted from testing the developed
biosensors with varying concentrations of BSA.
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3.3. Temperature Optimization

The performance of electrochemical biosensors is often strongly influenced by the environmental
conditions, such as the temperature at which the reaction proceeds. Temperature can influence biosensor
performance by affecting various parameters such as the antibody-antigen reaction and SWCNT electron
transfer. Thus, temperature is a variable that required optimization prior to performance assessment
and comparisons with standard techniques such as ELISA. Accordingly, biosensor performance
was tested with standard sample solutions at 4 ◦C, 23 ◦C, 37 ◦C and 50 ◦C (Figure 4). All of these
temperatures are regularly deployed for the analysis of immunoreactions except for 50 ◦C, which was
arbitrarily chosen to display a broad coverage of the effects of temperature. Between the temperatures
that were tested, biosensors showed the most optimal performance at 37 ◦C. Beginning at 4 ◦C,
the efficiency of the biosensors increased with temperature until 37 ◦C which is typically the most
efficient temperature for antibody-antigen reactions. At 50 ◦C, efficiency of the biosensors was minimal
again due to the denaturation of the antibodies. As 37 ◦C was found to be the optimal temperature
for biosensor performance, we show a standard curve of the testing results under such conditions in
Figure 3.

 
Figure 4. Temperature optimization of the sensing conditions for BSA. Biosensors were tested with
various concentrations of BSA at 4 different temperatures.

3.4. Analysis of Biosensor Performance and Controlled Experiments

With the optimal temperature determined, we can evaluate overall biosensor performance and
compare the developed biosensors to standard methods such as ELISA. At large, the performance of the
developed biosensors greatly exceeded our expectations. With an LOD (limit of detection) of 2.89 ng/mL,
the developed biosensors could sufficiently respond to even minor changes in BSA concentrations.
The developed biosensors were also found to be highly specific as the addition of a non-target analyte
solution, ovalbumin, and the addition of BSA to biosensors that were developed without BSA antibody
resulted in only a slight change in resistance (Figure 5). Additionally, when increasing concentrations
of ovalbumin were applied to the SWCNT-discs, or when increasing concentrations of BSA were
applied to SWCNT-discs that were developed without the use of BSA antibody, there was no systematic
correlation between the increasing concentrations and the magnitude of change in resistance. The slight
changes in resistance were most likely a result of minor changes in the SWCNT network due to
interference by the non-target or BSA analyte. Additionally, the weight of the solution may have
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caused strain in the SWCNT-coated disk or a modest change in morphology, leading to a slight increase
in resistance. We suspect that with higher quality SWCNTs or further optimization of environmental
conditions, the performance and LOD can be improved.

 
Figure 5. Control experiments with the developed biosensors. Developed biosensors were tested with
various concentrations of a non-target analyte, ovalbumin. Biosensors were also developed without the
use of BSA antibody and tested with various concentrations of BSA.

Our resulting standard curve for our developed biosensors displayed excellent linearity, with
R2 of 0.9989 (Figure 3). The curve is in the range of 0–40 ng/mL and even at 40 ng/mL, there is no
deviation from linearity. We suspect that the biosensor’s constituent antibodies are not fully saturated,
and the biosensor may be capable of responding to more concentrated BSA solutions.

3.5. Analysis and Comparison with ELISA and Recently Developed Methods

We generated a standard curve with our prepared BSA concentrations using the traditional ELISA
method in order to verify that our BSA test solutions were of the correct concentration (Figure 6).
To generate this standard curve, we deployed a BSA ELISA kit that had an LOD of 6.26 ng/mL
and a detection range of 6.25–400 ng/mL. As ELISA is a standard technique for the detection and
measurement of proteins, both in the research lab and the clinical setting, it is of great interest to
compare our developed biosensor system to the traditional ELISA method.

Our SWCNT-paper biosensor system’s LOD of 2.89 ng/mL is comparable to the LOD of 6.25 ng/mL
for the BSA ELISA kit. As our standard curve does not deviate from linearity over its entire range, we
suspect that the SWCNT-paper biosensor’s detection range has an upper limit that exceeds 40 ng/mL. In
addition, our newly developed method takes no longer than 10 min while analysis by ELISA typically
exceeds 4 h.

BSA was utilized in our experiments as a proof-of-concept, in order to determine whether the
newly developed biosensor system could detect and measure a standard protein in solution. Overall,
our results showed a positive correlation between BSA concentration and biosensor response. Thus,
we suspect that our developed biosensors may be applied for the quantification of other proteins,
simply by substituting specific antibodies. With the goal of developing a biosensor device that could
potentially be deployed in the medical setting for the measurement of human proteins in bodily fluid,
we used medically relevant (1–40 ng/mL) BSA concentrations for our experiments. For example, normal
levels of prostate specific antigen (PSA), a prostate cancer biomarker in serum, are 0.5 to 2 ng/mL while
the danger zone for PSA serum concentration is 4 to 10 ng/mL, a level that is indicative of the earliest
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stages of prostate cancer [38]. However, many biomarkers in human serum surpass this range, often
reaching concentrations of 1–10 μg/mL [39].

 

Figure 6. ELISA results for the prepared concentrations of BSA. The various concentrations of BSA that
were used to analyze biosensor detection and performance were tested using ELISA for validation.

Thus, although an increased upper limit of detection for our presented methodology is suspected,
further research should be carried out to determine whether it may be applicable for the measurement
of protein biomarkers of a broadened range of concentrations.

Due to its medically relevant sensitivity, high specificity and rapid response time, our newly
developed method may be more suitable for protein biomarker quantification than the traditional
techniques often deployed in the clinical setting, such as ELISA. However, ELISA has a broad range of
detection (6.25–400 ng/mL) for the quantification of BSA, and the presented method has only been
tested with BSA concentrations within the 1–40 ng/mL range. Although the standard curve for the
developed biosensors displayed a strong linear relationship between BSA concentration and biosensor
response, and we appropriately suspect that the upper limit of detection may exceed 40 ng/mL,
we cannot conclusively compare the detection range of the presented method with ELISA or other
relevant methods until further research is carried out.

Additionally, the biosensor system is comprised of cellulose paper and utilizes minimal equipment,
making the device more affordable than many standard techniques. The paper-based discs are
disposable while the PCB substrate can be reused. In comparison to other rapid, sensitive and portable
label-free biosensors for protein quantification that have recently been reported in the literature [16–28],
the presented method has improved cost-effectiveness, simplification and ease of use.

4. Conclusions

We describe here an electrical percolation-based label free biosensor capable of quantifying a
standard protein. With the goal of meeting the need for a rapid, simplified and affordable analytical
device, the biosensors were developed using carbon nanotubes, a specific antibody and cellulose
filtration paper. Based on the electrical-percolation principle, the biosensors were hypothesized to
sense analytes on the basis of antibody-antigen complex formation, leading to a disruption of the
SWCNT-antibody network’s continuity and an increase in the network’s resistance. The developed
biosensors comprised an antibody specific to a standard protein, BSA, and were tested with various
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concentrations of this protein in order to evaluate our hypothesis. Our results show a positive
correlation between BSA concentration and biosensor response. The detection limit of the newly
developed biosensors was found to be comparable with ELISA. Additionally, the time necessary for
detection was found to transcend that of ELISA, and the cost-effectiveness, ease of use and simplicity
surpasses those of recent label-free biosensor developments. Further research needs to be carried out
in order to conclusively compare the range of detection of the presented method with that of ELISA or
other traditional methods. Importantly, the ability to substitute the specific antibody incorporated in the
biosensor makes this method incredibly versatile. Due to the high sensitivity, specificity, affordability
and rapidity of this device, we believe that it will find wide applications in both biological research
and clinical diagnostics.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at http://www.mdpi.com/2079-6374/9/4/144/s1,
Table S1: Source code for programmed Arduino Uno ohmmeter unit.
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Abstract: Chronic pressure ulcers are hard-to-heal wounds that decrease the patient’s quality of life.
Wireless Micro Current Stimulation (WMCS) is an innovative, non-invasive, similar to electrode-based
electrostimulation (ES) technology, that generates and transfers ions that are negatively-charged to the
injured tissue, using accessible air gases as a transfer medium. WMCS is capable of generating similar
tissue potentials, as electrode-based ES, for injured tissue. Here, through immunohistochemistry,
we intended to characterize the induced tissue healing biological mechanisms that occur during WMCS
therapy. Two single cases of bedridden due to serious stroke white men with chronic non-healing
pressure ulcers have been treated with WMCS technology. WMCS suppresses inflammatory responses
by decreasing the aggregation of granulocytes, followed by stimulating myofibroblastic activity and a
new formation of collagen fibers, as depicted by immunohistochemistry. As a result, WMCS provides
a special adjunct or stand-alone therapy choice for chronic and non-healing injuries, similar to
electrode-based ES, but with added (i.e., contactless) benefits towards its establishment as a routine
clinical wound healing regime.

Keywords: chronic wounds; electrical stimulation; direct microcurrent; non-invasive; pressure ulcer;
wireless technology

1. Introduction

The majority of chronic (i.e., non-healing) wounds and ulcers are associated with lifestyle-related
diseases such as diabetes, cardiovascular pathologies, venous stasis disease, cancer, as well as with
complications caused after the treatment of life-threatening diseases, such as stroke and cerebral
palsy [1,2]. Chronic wounds affect more than 10 million people worldwide, and result in enormous
health care expenditures, with the total cost estimated at more than 20 billion dollars per year [3–7].
Chronic wounds remain a challenging problem for every clinician, with complications contributing
substantially to the rates of morbidity and mortality [8]. Understanding the physiology of healing and
wound care with emphasis upon new therapeutic approaches is a prerequisite for acute and long-term
wound management [4].

The wound healing process consists of four major phases: (i) Hemostasis, (ii) inflammation,
(iii) proliferation and (iv) tissue remodeling [9]. These phases and their biochemical outcomes must
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occur in the proper sequence, at a specific time, and continue for a specific duration at an optimal
intensity [2].

Wounds that exhibit impaired healing, including delayed acute wounds and chronic wounds,
generally have failed to progress through the normal stages of healing. Such wounds frequently
enter a state of pathologic inflammation due to a postponed, incomplete, or uncoordinated healing
process [10]. There are many factors that can affect wound healing which interfere with one or more
phases in this process, causing improper or impaired tissue repair [2].

As a consequence, the task of proper diagnosis and the treatment of difficult-to-heal wounds
for most health professionals is not a straightforward process. Indeed, health care professionals are
often challenged with perplex medical conditions in the field of chronic wound healing, despite the
technological innovations and the emergence of a wide range of treatments for wounds.

Besides surgical treatment, various non-surgical approaches have been developed, and
numerous drugs have been introduced to help chronic wounds. These include treatments such
as bandages, vacuum-assisted closure, hyperbaric oxygen and maggot debridement therapy [11].
Alternatively, radiant heat dressing, ultrasound therapy, laser treatment, hydrotherapy, electromagnetic
therapy and electrotherapy are other non-surgical approaches that have a scientific basis, and have
therefore been advocated in the treatment of chronic wounds [12].

In this context, there is a considerable growing body of evidence on the indication and positive
effects of electrical stimulation (ES) in wound healing [13–17]. ES has an extensive history, with records
of its use since the 17th Century [18]. ES has been shown to be effective in accelerating wound repair
using different currents and types of stimulation, thus it is currently recommended as an adjunct
treatment for chronic ulcers and for reinitiating or accelerating the healing process of wounds [19,20].
In fact, previous studies have shown that alternating currents (AC) are useful in managing diabetic
foot ulcers [21], and direct current (DC) has shown beneficial effects in the treatment of chronic
skin ulcers [19]. Furthermore, pulsed current has been reported to enhance the healing of chronic
wounds [22]. High-voltage ES has shown significant therapeutic results in healing chronic ulcers by
increasing blood flow and oxygen concentration around the wound, and by directing cell migration
and other components of the extracellular matrix [16,17]. The usual principle for electrode-based ES
implementation is to transfer the current through moist surface electrode pads that are in electrolytic
contact with both the external skin surface and the wound bed. Despite the considerable evidence on
the beneficial effects of electrode-based ES in wound healing, it has not been widely adopted, mostly
due to pain discomfort and the increased risk of infection upon the position of the electrodes next to
the wound [16].

Recently, we and others have shown the clinical beneficial effects of an innovative technology,
alternative to electrode-based ES, named Wireless Micro Current Stimulation (WMCS), which belongs to
the non-invasive or non-contact treatment modalities of ES [20,22]. WMCS utilizes the current-carrying
capacity of charged air gas, based on the ability of nitrogen (N2) and/or oxygen (O2) molecules to
accept or donate electrons, in order to distribute currents and voltages within the tissue, comparable
with the electrode-based ES method (see Supplementary Materials: Calculation Model S1).

Based on that specific ability of WMCS to generate microcurrent in the tissues in a comparable
manner with electrode-based ES, here we extend our previous clinical applications and findings by
reporting the results of treatments of two different types of wounds, using the WMCS method. We also
present important experimental evidence on the improvement of these two representative cases with
chronic, non-healing, pressure ulcers of different etiology and severity. Particularly, by a series of
photographs, we monitor the course of wound healing over treatment with WMCS and we record the
beneficial clinical outcome of the treated cases. Furthermore, by an immunohistochemical analysis of
patient’s biopsies we try to delineate the activation of the most characteristic subsequent cellular and
molecular events that take place during the process of patients’ wound healing.
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2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Ethical Considerations

Written informed consent was obtained from all of the legally authorized guardians of patients to
participate and to share their anonymized results for evaluation and publication. Tissue samples were
taken for immunohistochemical analysis. Patients could withdraw for any reason upon their guardians’
decision, without risk to their ongoing standard of care. The study was conducted in accordance with
the Declaration of Helsinki, and the protocol was approved by the Ethics Committee of the University
of Patras (Patras, Greece) (67257/2019).

2.2. Study Participants—Cases Presentation

Patients exhibited chronic, non-healing pressure ulcer wounds, persisted for ~4–6 weeks.
The patients were followed clinically for adverse health events, including infection, before and
after the biopsies were performed and during the Wireless Micro Current Stimulation (WMCS)
treatment. Standard serial photography was used to record the wounds periodically. The detailed
medical history of the two patients participating in this study is described below:

Patient 1: A 62-year-old white male, bedridden and unconscious for the last year after a severe
stroke, presented with a great pressure ulcer at his coccyx (~11 cm × 24 cm × 8 cm deep). The ulcer
arose probably due to his prolonged bed rest. Primarily, conventional wound care was adopted for the
healing process (i.e., washing, disinfection, topical dressing, etc.), but the size of the ulcer gradually
expanded. No history of diabetes was reported. Artificial nutrition was administered to the patient.
The ulcer persisted, and it was gradually expanding for at least six weeks prior to initiation with the
WMCS device. Treatment with the WMCS was initiated, using 1.5 μA current for 45 min, three times
per week, for a total of ~9 months. Standard wound care by cleaning with normal saline was routine
before the WMCS therapy besides its daily conventional wound care. Necrotic tissue was removed
completely as well as fibrin or other coverings if necessary. During the 9-month course of treatment,
systemic antibiotics were administered twice to the patient due to a common cold illness; WMCS
therapy was then also paused for about a week, then continued as described above. No pain medication
was administered to the patient.

Patient 2: A 69-year-old white male patient with a hard-to-heal bed sore ulcer on his left heel
(~2 cm × 2 cm and 0.5 cm deep) participated in this study. The patient experienced a stroke three
months ago, and he was gradually recovering. However, his mobility was impaired; thus, he was
lying upon his bed while recovering. The ulcer appeared due to this prolonged bed rest. Conventional
wound dressing was initially adopted for the healing process, but the size of the ulcer remained
constant. The wound persisted—while gradually slightly expanding—for about four weeks prior
initiation with the WMCS technology. Treatment with the WMCS was initiated, using 1.5 μA current
for 45min daily for a total of 15 days. Standard wound care was routine before the WMCS therapy,
while no topical antibacterial agent, pain medication or systemic antibiotics were administered during
the course of the WMCS treatment.

2.3. WMCS Device and Set-Up

The WMCS device used in this study is a prototype based on a commercially-available model
(W200, Wetling, Fredensborg, Denmark), capable of generating tissue currents and voltages as a
conventional electrode-based electrostimulation (ES) device. WMCS utilizes the current-carrying
capacity of charged air gas, based on the ability of O2 to accept or donate electrons, respectively,
thus “spraying” airborne O2

− to the skin with the aid of an accelerator equipment. The device used
to produce the O2

−-induced current in the patient’s body is shown diagrammatically in Scheme 1,
in a typical exposure condition. The flow of O2

− ions from the device is directed towards the target
(i.e., the patient), who is isolated from the ground. The device is capable of producing a specific
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number of charged particles which are covering the area to be treated and by this way a micro-current
of 1.5–4.0 μA intensity is generated.

 
Scheme 1. Schematic representation of the Wireless Micro Current Stimulation (WMCS) device, in a
typical “spraying” of generated airborne O2

− onto a wound.

The patient, while lying in bed, is connected to the WMCS device through a neutral electrode.
The return path, established by wrist or ankle straps, has a dual purpose. It makes the measurement of
exposure possible, and it maintains the target at virtually zero potential with respect to the ground.
A control box permits the adjustment of the current and treatment duration. The intensity was set to
1.5 μA for all of the therapies, and the distance from the head of the device to any wound was 12–15 cm.
If the head of the device was too far from the wound area for the transferred electric effect to reach the
patient, there was a continuous warning tone.

2.4. Immunohistochemical Analysis of Biopsies

Standard—but not identical—immunohistochemical analysis was performed on each patient’s
specimens. In particular, Hematoxylin and Eosin stain was done to visualize any signs of inflammation,
Masson’s trichrome stain in order to clearly differentiate the collagen fibers and c-kit antigen as
a marker of mast cell existence. Both Patients’ wound biopsies were taken by a qualified general
practitioner at indicative time-points during the WMCS treatment. Both patients underwent a
full-thickness wedge biopsy of the wound’s edge. Samples were stored in paraffin blocks, and then
3 μm histological sections were made using a histological microtome. The specimens were analyzed at
the Department of Pathology, Evaggelismos Hospital, Athens, Greece, by routine semi-quantitative
immunohistochemistry, as described below, and observed under a Leica DM2000 microscope. Cellular
and/or protein findings were descriptively quantified without the aid of any computerized resources,
by a single pathologist, in order to avoid measurement biases by multiple measurers.
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2.5. Hematoxylin and Eosin

Slides were placed in staining jar and deparaffinized by submerging into three series of absolute
xylene for four minutes, followed by 100%, 95%, 90% and 70% of ethanol for four minutes of each
percentage. These slides were then washed in running tap water for two minutes.

After this, slides were submerged into Harris Hematoxylin for two minutes and then washed in
running tap water for another two minutes. The slides were then submerged into 1% acid alcohol for
three dips to decolorize it, and washed in running tap water for two minutes. Next, the slides were
submerged into 2% potassium acetate for three minutes and again washed in running tap water for two
minutes. Slides were then submerged into hematoxylin for 10 min. After that, slides were submerged
into Eosin for two minutes, followed by washing in running tap water for a further two minutes.
Before observation, slides were dipped into absolute xylene for one minute and finally mounted with
cover slip using DPX mounting.

2.6. Human CD117/c-Kit 17 Antigen

Immunohistochemistry was performed on formalin-fixed and paraffin-embedded 3 μm thick
sections. Tissue sections were deparaffinized in xylene and rehydrated in decreasing ethanol series.
For antigen retrieval, sections were boiled in 0.01 M citrate buffer (pH = 6, slightly acidic) for
10 min. Methanol with 0.5% H2O2 was used to block endogenous peroxidase activity for 10 min.
Tissue sections were then washed in Tris-buffered saline (TBS, pH = 7.6, slightly alkali) and incubated
with diluted normal serum for 10 min and then treated with primary antibody for 30 min, according
to the procedure outlined by the manufacturer. The applied primary antibody was c-kit monoclonal
antibody (Novocastra RTU-CD117, RE 7290 k, Newcastle, UK). After rinsing with TBS, the sections
were incubated with secondary antibody (Dako Envision Dual Link Labeled Polymer HRP, Glostrup,
Denmark), washed again in TBS and reacted with diaminobenzine hydrochloride (DAB) for five
minutes. Finally, slides were counterstained with hematoxylin and cover-slipped with a synthetic
mounting media.

2.7. Masson’s Trichrome

For visualization of collagen fibers and the histological assessment of collagen deposition, trichrome
staining was performed using the Masson Trichrome Staining Kit (Sigma Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA).
First, the slides were deparaffinized and rehydrated through a descending manner of alcohol: 100%
alcohol, 95% alcohol and 70% alcohol, for four minutes in each percentage. The slides were washed
in distilled water. The slides then were submerged in warmed Bouin’s solution at 60 ◦C for 45 min.
Next, the slides were washed in running tap water until the yellow color in samples disappeared.
To differentiate nuclei, slides then were immersed in modified Wiegert’s hematoxylin for eight minutes,
after that washed in running water for two minutes. In order to stain the cytoplasms and erythrocytes,
the slides were submerged in anionic dyes, acid fuschin for five minutes; then again these slides were
washed with running tap water for two minutes. Next, slides were treated with a phosphomolybidic
acid solution for another 10 min as a mordant, and immediately the slides were submerged into methyl
blue solution for five minutes in order to stain fibroblast and collagen. After that, slides were washed
in running water for two minutes and lastly treated with 1% acetic acid solution for one minute.
Slides then were dehydrated into a series of alcohol of 70%, 80%, 95% and 100%, respectively, for one
minute within each percentage. Before observation, slides were dipped into absolute xylene for one
minute and finally mounted with cover slip using DPX mounting. Finally, the slides were examined
under the microscope by the same pathologist blinded to the treatments.

2.8. Measurement of Wound Closure

Wound closure was measured by serial standard photographs taken at several time intervals
during the WMCS treatment. The target wound’s greatest length and width were measured at baseline.
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The ulcer size was calculated by multiplying the length and width. Percentage wound area reduction
was calculated by dividing the wound area at the indicative time point after WMCS treatment with the
wound area before WMCS treatment (Day = 0), and then multiplied by 100. The entire process of area
measurement was done by a single person who was blinded to the group of the patient and the session
for each wound being measured.

3. Results

3.1. Clinical Outcome

The clinical picture of Patient One’s massive pressure ulcer prior WMCS treatment is shown in
Figure 1A (a–i). A clear change in wound edges with an obvious reduction in the wound’s dimensions
and total area was observed after a period of ~3-month treatment Figure 1A (c). A 50% of wound
closure was achieved after a 6-month period of treatment Figure 1A (d–f), while a more than 90%
wound closure and regrowth of normal skin was seen by the end of a total of 8 to 9 month WMCS
treatment Figure 1A (g–i).

(A) 

 
(B) 

Figure 1. (A) (a–i): Serial photography of the clinical outcome of Patient 1 after WMCS treatment.
(B) Presentation of photographic wound closure percentage of Patient 1. Wound healing is expressed
as percentage wound area closure relative to original size [(wound area)/(original wound area)].
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Measurement of the wounded area is one of the key aspects in the assessment of the healing
process, since it can indicate healing improvement. Figure 1B shows the percentage (%) of wound
closure for Patient 1 from photographs taken immediately after treatment with WMCS. As shown,
wound healing started gradually after WMCS treatment, with an obvious macroscopic improvement
even at the end of the 1st month of treatment. At approximately six months of treatment, a 50% wound
closure was achieved, while by the end of the 9-month treatment a greater than 95% of wound closure
was observed as compared to the initial wound area before WMCS treatment.

For Patient 2, the clinical picture of the wound prior WMCS treatment is shown in Figure 2A (a).
After three sessions, healthy new epithelial tissue was visible in the wound bed and at the wound
edge, Figure 2A (b). A clear reduction in the wound’s dimensions and total area was achieved after
6 sessions, Figure 2A (c), allowing for no dressing changes. Continued decrease in scar tissue and
regrowth of normal skin were observed from day 9 to day 15, Figure 2A (d–f), with improved wound
contraction and significant re-epithelization.

 
(A) 

 
(B) 

Figure 2. (A) (a–f): Serial photography of the clinical outcome of Patient 2 after WMCS treatment.
(B) Presentation of the photographic wound closure percentage of Patient 2. Wound healing is expressed
as percentage wound area closure relative to original size [(wound area)/(original wound area)].
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Figure 2B is showing the percentage (%) of wound closure for Patient 2 as a factor of time treatment
with the WMCS technology from photographs taken after treatment. As we can see, this wound
started gradually to heal immediately after WMCS treatment, with more obvious changes in wound
dimensions after a week (Day 6 to 7). An approximately 50% of wound area reduction in size was
observed at day 8 to 9, whereas at day 15 with WMCS treatment, the wound was almost entirely healed.

3.2. Immunohistochemical Analysis

Monitoring healing progress by tissue biopsies of the wounded area is the hallmark of
the evaluation of an active and proper wound healing process. Thus, tissue biopsies were
immunohistochemically analyzed in order to identify potential cellular events upon WMCS treatment
that are indicative of a restart of wound healing. Figure 3A–C shows the Hematoxylin and Eosin stain
of tissue biopsy from Patient 1. In detail, Figure 3A depicts signs of active granulocyte aggregation with
some signs of inflammation after 1-month WMCS treatment sessions. A suppression of inflammation
upon WMCS treatment (2-month) as evidenced followed by an increase in myofibroblastic activity and
a reduced granulocyte aggregation, is demonstrated in Figure 3B. After 3-month of WMCS treatment
(Figure 3C), microscopic examination revealed further established myofibroblastic activity and almost
totally diminished granulocyte aggregation.

Figure 3. (A–C) Hemotoxylin and Eosin immunohistochemistry of tissue biopsies from Patient
1, demonstrating initial granulation tissue formation and inflammation markers and increased
myofibroblastic activity, and (D–F) CD117+mast cells after WMCS treatment.

Increased numbers of mast cells (c-kit antigen stain, panels D–F) are present at early stages of
wound healing, indicating an active process of inflammatory reactions (Figure 3D). WMCS treatment
seems to affect the activation of mast cells, as an increased number of visible mast cells is observed
after 1-month WMCS treatment (Figure 3D), ultimately leading to the observation of few scattered
mast cells between 2-month and 3-month of WMCS therapeutic treatments (Figure 3E,F).

Tissue biopsies from Patient 2 were stained apart from H&E stain with the Masson’s trichrome
stain and the c-kit antigen for collagen formation, myofibroblastic proliferation and mast cell existence
after WMCS treatment. As shown in Figure 4A–C, a gradually increased amount of collagen deposition
during the healing process is observed after WMCS treatment.
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Figure 4. (A–C) Masson’s trichrome stain of tissue biopsies from Patient 2. Masson’s stain indicating
collagen formation and myofibroblastic proliferation after WMCS treatment.

Moreover, WMCS enhances myofibroblastic proliferation (Figure 5A), yet with a relative focal
increase of mast cells after three Days (Figure 5B). Finally, after six Days of WMCS treatment few
scattered mast cells are seen as revealed by the c-kit antigen (Figure 5C).

Figure 5. (A–C) Immunohistochemical analysis of tissue biopsies from Patient 2, showing increased
myofibroblastic activity, with a relative focal increase of mast cells (H&E stain 5A and 5B, respectively),
and c-kit (CD117) antigen stain showing reduced CD117+mast cells over WMCS treatment (5C).

4. Discussion

Pressure ulcers, also called bedsores or decubitus ulcers, develop when there is too much
unrelieved pressure on the skin in combination with shear and/or friction. They form typically
over a bony prominence, leading to ischemia, cell death and tissue necrosis [23,24]. They are more
common in bedridden patients, affecting their quality of life, morbidity and mortality. Once a pressure
ulcer develops, not only does it cause pain and discomfort, but it may lead to complications such
as infection, like meningitis, cellulitis and endocarditis, with the potential for sepsis and death [25].
The shoulder blades, tailbone, elbows, heels and hips are the most common sites for bed sores because
these areas contain little muscle and fat [26]. The development of a pressure ulcer can interfere
with functional recovery, promote social isolation, and contribute to excessive length of hospital
stay [27]. As a consequence, they have been described as one of the costliest and physically devastating
complications [28,29], and they are the third most expensive disorder after cancer and cardiovascular
diseases [30].

Treatment of pressure ulcers involves multiple methods intended to alleviate the conditions
contributing to ulcer development (support surfaces, repositioning and nutritional support), protection
of the wound from contamination, and the creation of a clean wound environment, promotion of
tissue healing (local wound applications, debridement and wound cleansing), adjunctive therapies,
as well as consideration for surgical treatment [31]. Understanding the function of bioelectricity in
wound healing offers a possibility for the therapeutic implementation of ES, especially when natural
regeneration mechanisms have been paused. ES is a well-proven technique for the therapy of chronic
wounds [32]. Its application for the treatment of wounds adopts the physiological fact that skin and
epithelia act as batteries and have electric potentials.
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When a wound occurs in the epithelium, there is an electrical leak that short-circuits the skin,
enabling the current to flow out of the wound, resulting in the current of injury. This leak of current
provides signals for the migration of the epithelia into the wound, initiating a physiological endogenous
regeneration processes [32–34]. Disruption of these physiological electric fields and ionic currents
alters normal organ development, tissue regeneration, and thus, proper wound healing [35–37].

Our team has previously experimented on WMCS, an innovative modality of traditional
electrode-based ES, and we have particularly shown recently that WMCS can be an effective method
of diabetic-related wound care [22], for difficult to treat chronic wounds [20], for firework burns [38],
as well as for Martorell’s ulcer [39]. Tissue potentials and currents generated by either electrode-based
ES or WMCS seem to be the determinant factor which initially drives the beneficial clinical outcomes
of these two similar, but distinct, techniques.

In this report, based upon clinical as well as on immunohistochemical evidences, we further
report on WMCS treatment with two single case reports of distinct pathologies. Our results showed
that WMCS aids the wound healing of pressure ulcers by restoring the natural current of injury, thus,
reinitiating the body’s tissue physiological regeneration mechanisms. Notably, WMCS suppresses
inflammatory reactions by reducing granulocyte aggregation, followed by stimulating myofibroblastic
activity and collagen fiber formation. These results are in accordance, not only with our previous
clinical observational studies, but also to others, who have effectively used similar ES modalities
to treat pressure ulcers [40–42]. In addition, several recent systematic reviews provide positive
recommendation regarding the effectiveness of ES to increase wound healing [43–48]. Consequently,
based on literature as well as on our previous work, WMCS offers a unique treatment option to chronic
and non-healing wounds of diverse etiopathology. WMCS in particular, is believed to aid in wound
healing by imitating and restoring the natural electrical current that is been disrupted in injured skin.

5. Conclusions

WMCS has been both theoretically, clinically and experimentally, evidently proven as an effective,
easy-to-use, non-invasive and time-efficient treatment for the wound healing of different etiopathologies,
as electrode-based ES; however, with more of its advantages reflecting its contactless application.
Yet, greater knowledge of the specific repairing mechanisms upon WMCS treatment will convey us
toward more effective and broad clinical applications. To this end, more experimental and clinical efforts
are needed to elucidate how wound regeneration is influenced by the choice of optimal parameters
of WMCS (i.e., polarity, frequency, duration) that could affect the general healing process in each
medical case.
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Abstract: Background: In vitro cell culture monitoring can be used as an indicator of cellular oxidative
stress for the assessment of different chemotherapy agents. Methods: A cell-based bioelectric biosensor
was used to detect alterations in superoxide levels in the culture medium of HeLa cervical cancer
cells after treatment with the chemotherapeutic agent 5-fluorouracil (5-FU). The cytotoxic effects
of 5-fluorouracil on HeLa cells were assessed by the MTT proliferation assay, whereas oxidative
damage and induction of apoptosis were measured fluorometrically by the mitochondria-targeted
MitoSOX™ Red and caspase-3 activation assays, respectively. Results: The results of this study
indicate that 5-FU differentially affects superoxide production and caspase-3 activation when applied
in cytotoxic concentrations against HeLa cells, while superoxide accumulation is in accordance with
mitochondrial superoxide levels. Our findings suggest that changes in superoxide concentration
could be detected with the biosensor in a non-invasive and rapid manner, thus allowing a reliable
estimation of oxidative damage due to cell apoptosis. Conclusions: These findings may be useful for
facilitating future high throughput screening of different chemotherapeutic drugs with a cytotoxic
principle based on free radical production.
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1. Introduction

Gynecological cancers are life-endangering malignancies of the female reproductive system,
discriminated as cervical, ovarian, uterine, vaginal, vulvar, and fallopian tube cancer after the affected
anatomical organ. These diseases are estimated to cause approximately 110,000 new cases and
33,000 deaths in the United States alone on an annual basis [1].

The successful treatment of cancers requires a combination of invasive and non-invasive processes
such as surgery, chemotherapy and radiation, considering efficient treatment and patient’s quality
of life [2]. Chemotherapy is a major constituent of the multidisciplinary cancer therapy, evolved
throughout the years from a single active compound remedy to a multifactor approach, applying
combined regimens towards personalized medicine. One of the most frequently used chemotherapeutic
agents in cancer therapy is 5-fluorouracil (5-FU), an analogue of uracil [3,4]. The anticancer activity of
5-FU originates from the inhibition of thymidylate synthase (TS) activity during the S phase of the
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cell cycle and its incorporation into RNA and DNA of tumor cells [5,6]. Furthermore, 5-FU promotes
cell death by generating mitochondrial ROS in the p53-dependent pathway [7–9] and by inducing
apoptosis through the activation of a cascade of caspases 1, 3 and 8 [10].

Cancer cells have the ability to prevent programmed cell death by disorganizing tissue homeostasis,
the balance between cell proliferation and cell death [11]. Therefore, a fundamental target of
conventional chemotherapy is the activation of endocellular signaling mechanisms involved in cell
death pathways, in particular, those mediating apoptosis. 5-fluorouracil is an effective pharmaceutical
agent reported to initiate apoptotic processes against a number of malignancies such as colorectal [12],
oral [13], breast [14], head and neck [15], gastric [16] and cervical carcinomas [17,18]. A crucial
element of apoptotic cell death is caspase-3, a cysteine protease that catalyzes a number of key
endocellular proteins [19]. Human caspases are a group of eleven endoproteases, caspases 1–10 and
caspase 14, controlling cell regulatory networks of inflammation and cell death [20]. The executioner
caspase-3 is activated from initiator caspases, the outcome of apoptotic cell signaling driven from
either mitochondrial cytochrome c release or cell death receptor activation [21]. The anticancer efficacy
of 5-FU, when administered alone or in combination with other agents, is associated with caspase-3
function as reported in several in vivo and in vitro studies regarding colorectal [22], gastric [23],
pancreatic [24] and gynecological malignancies [25,26].

Cell culture monitoring can be used as indicator for the response to different chemotherapy
options. The use of biosensors, in particular bioelectric and electrochemical sensors in the analysis
of antineoplastic drugs has increased in importance over the last years [27,28]. In this context, a
critical marker for monitoring cancer cells differentiation within a cell population is the superoxide
anion. This molecule is mainly a by-product of the oxidative phosphorylation of the mitochondria
electron transport chain. Initially, it is released to the mitochondrial matrix, where it is converted
immediately to hydrogen peroxide. Mitochondrial hydrogen peroxide can then diffuse to both the
cytosol and the nucleus and either interact with other free radical species, modulate signaling cascades
or cause cellular damage. Together with other free radical species, superoxide has been found to
mediate the development and/or survival of cancer cells and tumors, both in vivo and in vitro [29–31].
This property of superoxide has led researchers to propose the regulation of cellular redox status as a
novel, critical and highly efficient cancer therapeutic strategy [32,33], utilizing superoxide dismutase
along with other antioxidant systems [34,35].

Chemotherapy is associated with oxidative stress alterations that affect vital cellular processes such
as cell cycle progression and drug-induced apoptosis [36–38]. The scope of this study is to investigate
whether it is possible to employ a biosensor-based approach to detect in a non-invasive way the
superoxide levels generated by cervical cancer cells after exposure to the anticancer agent 5-fluorouracil.
For this purpose, different 5-FU concentrations were tested towards the HeLa cervical cancer line
for 24 and 48 h. After the determination of 5-FU’s cytotoxic activity cellular stress markers such as
mitochondrial superoxide and caspase-3 levels were determined. Superoxide levels were determined
in parallel in the culture medium with an advanced cell-based bioelectric biosensor, an approach which
has been previously applied to monitoring superoxide levels in cultures of differentiating neuronal
cells [39]. In this way, we demonstrate that it is possible to access in a high throughput, non-invasive
way the in vitro efficacy of target anticancer compounds with a cytotoxic principle based on free
radical production.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Cell Line and Culture Conditions

HeLa (ATCC® CCL-2™) and Vero cell lines were originally purchased from the American Type
Culture Collection (ATCC) (Manassas, VA, USA). The cells were cultured in Dulbecco’s Modified
Eagle Medium (BiochromGmbh, Berlin, Germany) supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum
(Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA), 2 mM L-glutamine, 0.5 mM sodium pyruvate and 1%
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penicillin/streptomycin, all procured from Biowest (Biowest, Nuaillé, France). Cells were incubated in
a 5% CO2 incubator (HF90Air jacketed CO2 Incubator, Heal Force Bio-Meditech Holdings Limited,
Shanghai, China) at 37 ◦C for proliferation.

2.2. MTT Cell Proliferation Assay

Cells were plated in transparent flat-bottom 96-well plates (SPL Life Sciences Co Ltd.,
Naechon-Myeon, Korea) at two different population densities according to two incubation time
intervals (24 and 48 h): 103 and 8 × 103 cells per well, both supplemented with 100 μL of culture
medium. The next day the medium was replaced with 200 μL of medium supplemented with 1%
FBS that contained the different 5-fluorouracil (5-FU) concentrations. Cells not treated with 5-FU
were considered as control (0). The cytotoxic agent 5-FU was initially diluted in dimethyl-sulfoxide.
After 24 and 48 h incubation 0.5 mg/mL 3-(4,5-dimethylthiazol-2-yl)-2,5-diphenyltetrazolium bromide
(MTT) (Duchefa Biochemie, Haarlem, the Netherlands) was added in each well. After 3 h in culture,
the MTT-containing medium was removed and cells were solubilized with 200 μL dimethyl sulfoxide
(DMSO). Cell viability was determined by measuring the absorbance at 560 nm wavelength, using a
PowerWave 240 microplate photometer (Biotek, Winooski, VT, USA). The results were expressed as the
percentage of absorbance values compared to control and were assessed to determine the changes
in viability.

2.3. Measurement of Mitochondrial Superoxide Production

Mitochondria-targeted MitoSOX™ Red fluorogenic dye (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Rockford, IL,
USA) was used to measure mitochondrial superoxide accumulation according to the manufacturer’s
instructions. Briefly, cells were seeded in 96-well black plates (at the same densities indicated at
the MTT viability assessment) with clear bottom and were left for 24 and 48 h incubation with the
bioactive compounds. Antimycin-A (50 μM) was used as a positive control. After overnight incubation,
the medium was aspirated, and cells were incubated for 10 min at 37 ◦C in 0.2 mL of measurement
buffer containing 5 μM MitoSOX™ Red. Then, the cells were washed twice with PBS. MitoSOX™
fluorescence was measured at 510 nm excitation and 580 nm emission wavelengths on an Infinite
M200PRO multimode microplate reader (Tecan Group Ltd., Männedorf, Switzerland). MitoSOX™
fluorescence was adjusted based on total protein content as determined by the Bradford assay [40]
measured at an absorbance of 595 nm. The results were expressed as the percentage of adjusted values
compared to control.

2.4. Measurement of Caspase Activity

The activity of caspase-3 enzymes was measured in cell lysates by a colorimetric assay kit
(CASP-3-C, SIGMA-ALDRICH, Saint Louis, MO, USA), that is based on the hydrolysis of the compound
acetyl-Asp-Glu-Val-Asp p-nitroanilide (Ac-DEVD-pNA) (A 2559, Sigma-Aldrich, Saint Louis, MO,
USA) by caspase-3. The reaction releases the p-nitroaniline moiety (p-NA) that absorbs at 405 nm.
Cells were pre-incubated with 5 μM doxorubicin hydrochloride (DOX) (Sigma–Aldrich, Deisenhofen,
Germany) for 3 h for caspase cascade initiation [41,42]. Samples (10 μL) were tested both with and
without the caspase-3 inhibitor acetyl-Asp-Glu-Val-Asp-al (Ac-DEVD-CHO, 20 μM final concentration),
in a total reaction volume of 100 μL in 96-well plates. The substrate Ac-DEVD-pNA concentration was
200 μM and the assay was performed at 37 ◦C for 90 min. The caspase-3 specific activity was expressed
as the percentage of μmol of p-nitroaniline released per min per μg of total protein values compared
to control.

2.5. HeLa Cell Total Protein Extraction

For total protein extraction, cells were lysed in assay buffer (20 mM HEPES, pH 7.4, 2 mM EDTA,
0.1% CHAPS, 5 mM DTT) containing protease inhibitors (11873580001; Roche Diagnostics; Mannheim,
Germany). Protein concentration was determined by the Bradford assay [40]. Briefly, the medium was
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removed from cells cultured in six-well plates and cells were washed with PBS. Then, 50 μL of assay
buffer was added in each well and cells were left for 20 min in −20 ◦C. After incubation, lysed cells
were centrifuged at 15,000× g for 15 min at 4 ◦C and the supernatants were transferred to Eppendorf
tubes. The cytoplasmic proteins were maintained at −80 ◦C until use.

2.6. Creation of Membrane-Engineered Cells and Bioensor Fabrication (Vero-SOD)

Membrane-engineered mammalian cells were created by the electroinsertion of the enzyme
superoxide dismutase (SOD) into the membrane of Vero cell fibroblasts following the protocol of
Moschopoulou et al. [43]. Initially, cells at a density of 3 × 106 mL−1 were centrifuged at 1000 rpm
for 2 min and the pellet was resuspended in PBS (pH 7.4). Afterwards, cells were incubated with
1500 U·mL−1 CuZnSOD (EC1.15.1.1) for 20 min at 4 ◦C and the mixture was transferred to electroporator
(Eppendorf Eporator, Eppendorf AG, Germany) cuvettes. Electroinsertion was performed by applying
four pulses of an electric field at 1800 V·cm−1. Then, cells were centrifuged at 1000 rpm for 2 min
and resuspended in cell culture medium. Finally, the sensors were fabricated by mixing 1 volume of
Vero-SOD cells with 2 volumes of 4% (w/v) sodium alginate solution and was added dropwise with
the use of a 22G syringe in 0.8 M CaCl2. Cells were immobilized in calcium alginate, forming beads
containing 75 × 103 cells per bead with an approximate diameter of 2 mm. As already reported [39,43],
the membrane potential of membrane-engineered Vero cell fibroblasts is affected by the interactions
of electroinserted SOD molecules and superoxide anions, producing measurable changes in the
membrane potential.

2.7. Biosensor Setup for Recording Superoxide Concentration and Data Processing

For recording the signal and processing of data, the PMD-1608FSA/D card (Measurement
Computing, Norton, MA, USA) recording device and the software InstaCal (Measurement Computing)
were used, respectively. A two-electrode system (working and reference) was connected to the device.
These silver electrodes were electrochemically coated with an AgCl layer. A cell-bearing bead was
attached to the working electrode while a cell-free bead was connected to the reference electrode.
For each assay, both beads (sensor system, Figure 1) were immersed into the well containing adherent
cells [39] and the response of each biosensor potential was achieved within 100 s after its sinking into
the culture medium. The biosensor was calibrated with known superoxide concentration produced by
the oxidation of xanthine by the xanthine oxidase. The range of xanthine concentration was from 1 pM
to 10 nM and the xanthine oxidase was 100 mU/mL [43]. Each response was expressed as the average
of the cellular membrane potential of each assay, which has been calibrated to correspond to relative
changes in superoxide concentration.

Figure 1. Cell-based biosensor system configuration.
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2.8. Statistical Analysis

Each experiment was repeated independently three times for each treatment with n= 5. Significance
testing in comparisons was based on Student’s t-tests for pairs. p-values < 0.05 were considered to be
statistically significant.

3. Results

3.1. Assessment of the Effects of the Chemotherapeutic Agent 5-Fluorouracil (5-FU) on HeLa Cell Viability

In order to study the 5-fluorouracil-induced cytotoxicity, HeLa cells were initially exposed to
various concentrations of the cytostatic agent for 24 and 48 h. Doses up to 200 μM were used causing
30% and 49% inhibition of cell growth at 24 (Figure 2a) and 48 h (Figure 2b), respectively (at the highest
dose of 200 μM).

 
(a) (b) 

Figure 2. Percentage of HeLa cell viable cells after treatment with 5-fluorouracil (5-FU) at concentrations
5, 10, 25, 50, 100, 150 and 200 μM for (a) 24 h and (b) 48 h. Average results from replicate experiments ±
SD (n = 3). * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001, significantly different from the control.

3.2. Increased Mitochondrial Superoxide Production in HeLa Cells is Observed after 24 h Treatment with 5-FU

For the determination of mitochondrial superoxide production, cells were loaded with the
fluorescent probe MitoSOX™ Red after exposure with a standard lethal 5-FU concentration (150 μM)
for 24 h and 48 h (Figure 3). Our results indicated an increase in the mitochondrial superoxide levels
in comparison with the control after 24 h cell exposure with 5-FU whereas a 48 h incubation led to a
decrease in superoxide accumulation, possibly associated with cell loss due to 5-FU toxicity.

Figure 3. Mitochondrial superoxide levels in HeLa cells after treatment with 5-FU (150 μM) for 24
and 48 h, assessed as MitoSOX™ Red fluorescence intensity normalized to total protein content and
control (no treatment with 5-FU). Average results from replicate experiments ± SD (n = 3). ** p < 0.01,
significantly different from the control.
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3.3. Caspase-3 Activation after 48 h Treatment with 5-FU

In order to determine the effect of 5-FU on the activation of caspase-3, HeLa cells were once again
treated with 5-FU for 24 and 48 h and then the caspase specific activity was measured (Figure 4). HeLa
cells treated for 24 h presented no significant caspase activity. On the contrary, caspase activation was
remarkably increased at 48 h after treatment with 5-FU. Similar to mitochondrial superoxide levels,
this observation was possibly associated with increased cell death after the 48-h treatment with 5-FU.

Figure 4. Caspase-3 specific activity in HeLa cells after treatment with 5-FU (150 μM) for 24 h and 48
h, normalized to control (no treatment with 5-FU). Average results from replicate experiments ± SD
(n = 3). *** p < 0.001, significantly different from the control.

3.4. Superoxide Accumulation in Cell Culture Determined by the Bioelectric Cell-Based Biosensor

A significantly increased superoxide concentration determined by the bioelectric biosensor-based
assay was observed following the 24 h exposure to 5-FU compared to the control (Figure 5). On the
other hand, we observed a significant reduction of superoxide levels after the 48 h treatment with the
anticancer agent. The results of superoxide determination in the culture medium with the biosensor
assay were very highly correlated with the respective results of the MitoSOX™ Red mitochondrial
superoxide assay, though positively for the 24 h treatment (r2 = 0.99) and negatively for the 48 h
treatment (r2 = −0.99).

Figure 5. Relative superoxide accumulation in the culture medium during the 24 and 48 h incubation of
HeLa cells with 5-FU, as determined with the cell-based superoxide biosensor, normalized to control (no
treatment with 5-FU). Average results from replicate experiments ± SD (n = 3). ** p < 0.01, significantly
different from the control.
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4. Discussion

In this study, we demonstrate the successful implementation of a cell-based biosensor setup for
the direct and rapid detection of superoxide released from cervical cancer cell culture treated with
5-FU, one of the most widely applied chemotherapeutic compounds in clinical therapy. Superoxide
is considered a particularly significant ROS with an extremely short half-life; thus real-time level
monitoring is an important yet complex issue. The in vitro determination of reactive oxygen species
superoxide is generally assessed by spectrophotometric, analytical, electron spin resonance and
electrochemical biosensor approaches [44]. Biosensors could provide reliable methods for the detection
of relative superoxide levels in cell cultures without the need for extensive chemical and physical cell
culture treatments.

The determination of dynamic radical changes in cellular microenvironment with non-invasive
approaches is an essential mean for assessing the effectiveness of anticancer agents on cancer
treatment [45–48]. As mentioned above, 5-FU’s chemotherapeutic properties are attributed to
thymidylate synthase (TS) activity inhibition, to mitochondrial ROS generation and the caspases cascade
activation [49]. Our findings demonstrate that 5-FU differentially affects superoxide production and
caspase-3 activation when applied in cytotoxic concentrations against HeLa cells. MTT assay was used
to evaluate the antiproliferative effect of 5-FU at 24 h and 48 h treatments. We spectrophotometrically
determined elevated mitochondrial superoxide production after the 24-h treatment but no changes in
caspase-3 activity. On the contrary, mitochondrial superoxide release was decreased to control levels
whereas caspase-3 activity was significantly upregulated. These trends are in accordance with the
results obtained from the superoxide biosensor as 5-FU significantly upraised superoxide production
after the 24 h treatment, followed by a downregulation to control levels after 48-h incubation, possibly
also associated with increased number of cells undergoing apoptosis.

The correlation between the response of the superoxide bioelectric biosensor and the superoxide
concentration is indirectly linked to changes caused in the cell membrane potential of cells which have
been membrane-engineered with SOD moieties, i.e., SOD units which have been electroinserted in the
cell membrane. This technology is known as molecular identification through membrane engineering.
This is a generic methodology of artificially inserting tens of thousands of receptor molecules on the
cell surface, thus rendering the cell a selective responder against analytes binding to the inserted
receptors. Receptor molecules can vary from antibodies to enzymes to polysaccharides [50–54]. It has
been previously proven [55] that this principle is associated, in a unique way, with certain changes in
the cellular electric properties (in particular, cell membrane hyperpolarization) as a consequence of
the interaction of the analytes under determination with the electroinserted molecules and therefore
changes in the cellular structure.

It must be emphasized that cell membrane hyperpolarization is the dominant change in the
engineered cell membrane electric properties following a mechanical distortion of the membrane
(according to the novel assay principle described in the method) as also expected by the concurrent
change in the actin cytoskeleton structure, in particular the actin cytoskeleton network adjunct to
the sites of the interaction, including the circumferential actin belt and changes in the propagation
of electric signals along actin filaments [56]. On the contrary, the main change in the cell membrane
electric properties of normal (i.e., non-membrane engineered) cells is depolarization, as frequently
described in prior approaches [57–59].

It has been previously proven that superoxide dismutation triggered changes to the membrane
potential of fibroblast cells membrane-engineered with SOD [43]. In order to measure the
aforementioned changes in the engineered cell membrane potential, the superoxide biosensor used
in the present study was designed according to the principle of the bioelectric recognition assay
(BERA) [57]. This methodology has been often applied to detect cellular interactions with bioactive
compounds via the determination of electrical conductivity generated adjacent to a cell cluster as a
means of indirect measurement of the relative changes in the cell membrane potential. This means
that the AgCl electrode system applied is able to measure conductivity alterations of the extracellular
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microenvironment reflecting the bioelectric profiling of cell responses to various treatments [60]. It has
been previously demonstrated that by using this superoxide biosensor system it is possible to rapidly
measure superoxide concentrations as low as 1 pM [43] and also to correlate the biosensor response
with currently available conventional methods for superoxide determination [43,50,61].

Mitochondrial superoxide is produced when electrons released from the electron transfer system
in the inner membrane of mitochondria are captured by molecular oxygen and become superoxide [62].
It has been reported that extracellular superoxide is closely linked to mitochondrial superoxide
production [63]. Our results support this statement as high mitochondrial superoxide levels, measured
with mitochondria-targeted MitoSOX™ Red fluorogenic dye are accompanied by high extracellular
accumulation of the anion. However, superoxide concentration data recorded with the cell-based
biosensor should be considered with caution compared with MitoSOX™ results, since the biosensor
assayed superoxide eluted in the culture medium, not its actual intracellular concentration. That
said, it is worth elaborating on the observation that, although the results obtained with the bioelectric
biosensor for the 24 h treatment were very highly and positively correlated with the MitoSOX™ assay, a
negative yet high correlation was established for the 48-h treatment. This could be possibly explained by
the reduced number of live HeLa cells after their prolonged exposure to 5-FU. As already hypothesized
in Section 3, this would result in a lower level of superoxide accumulation in the mitochondria (since
fewer cells will be metabolically active) and at the same time in a higher level of superoxide released
in the culture media (compared to control) due to cell membrane leakage from dead cells. In this
respect, the reliability of the biosensor-based assay in accessing the ROS-mediated toxicity of 5-FU
is considerably higher than the MitoSOX™ assay, since it allows for a more realistic and accurate
estimation of the level of oxidative stress related to and/or resulting from the anticancer drug effect.

5. Conclusions

Intracellular ROS are increasingly recognized as critical determinants of cellular signaling and can
be used as markers of 5-FU-mediated anti-tumor effects. Biosensors are widely used for the assessment
of physiological and pathological applications since they are non-invasive methods for the detection
of crucial biomarkers of cancer cell cytotoxicity without the need for extensive sample pretreatment.
In this study, we present a cell-based biosensor tool suitable for cell culture superoxide monitoring
without the need for cell transfer and staining, which could affect cellular responses due to extrinsic
chemical and mechanical stress. This biosensor is applied for the estimation of total superoxide levels
released from the cancer cells into the culture medium after treatment with the chemotherapeutic
agent. Our results are in agreement with the findings of the biochemical assays for the assessment
of mitochondrial superoxide and caspase-3 activities. Further validation is required of the feasibility
of our biosensor-based approach for monitoring alterations in the in vitro redox status of cancer
cells treated with anticancer agents, e.g., by testing more and different cancer cell lines crossed with
chemotherapeutical drug combinations. In a longer perspective, the availability of a reliable, high
throughput and rapid system for superoxide determination in cancer cells will allow for the accurate
assessment of chemoresistance in cervical and other cancer cells, at least as far as its association with
redox balance is concerned [38,64–66].
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Abstract: Cancer cell lines are important tools for anticancer drug research and assessment.
Impedance measurements can provide valuable information about cell viability in real time.
This work presents the proof-of-concept development of a bioelectrical, impedance-based analysis
technique applied to four adherent mammalian cancer cells lines immobilized in a three-dimensional
(3D) calcium alginate hydrogel matrix, thus mimicking in vivo tissue conditions. Cells were
treated with cytostatic agent5-fluoruracil (5-FU). The cell lines used in this study were SK-N-SH,
HEK293, HeLa, and MCF-7. For each cell culture, three cell population densities were chosen (50,000,
100,000, and 200,000 cells/100 μL). The aim of this study was the extraction of mean impedance values
at various frequencies for the assessment of the different behavior of various cancer cells when 5-FU
was applied. For comparison purposes, impedance measurements were implemented on untreated
immobilized cell lines. The results demonstrated not only the dependence of each cell line impedance
value on the frequency, but also the relation of the impedance level to the cell population density for
every individual cell line. By establishing a cell line-specific bioelectrical behavior, it is possible to
obtain a unique fingerprint for each cancer cell line reaction to a selected anticancer agent.

Keywords: cell immobilization; 3D-printed well; bioelectric profiling; impedance analysis;
real-time measurements

1. Introduction

Cancer is the main cause of death in many countries, as it appears in different types, most commonly
affecting women (e.g., cervical, breast, and lung adenocarcinoma cancers) [1,2]. In medical treatment,
doctors take steps to anticipate the development of the disease (primary prophylaxis) or to minimize
its further development (secondary prophylaxis) [3]. Considering secondary prophylaxis measures,
sophisticated processes are required to detect possible cellular disorders at the very earliest stages of
the disease’s incubation period, taking into account the dependence of the timeliness with which the
disease is detected [4]. Due to the fact that many cancer diagnostic methods combined with radiological,
surgical biopsy, and pathological assessments of tissue samples based on immunohistochemical and
morphological characteristics [5] are time-consuming, invasive, and complicated, and require rigorous
laboratory conditions, new cancer detection methods are being developed which are minimally
invasive, more reliable, cheaper, and easier to use [6].

Chemotherapy, newer immunotherapy, and targeted therapy constitute the various treatment
strategies that have been proposed and modified in order to increase effectiveness and precision [7,8].
Although many approaches for cancer treatments have been developed successfully, sooner or later,
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resistance among the subgroups of cancer cells will emerge as a hurdle to the efficacy of most current
therapeutic approaches [9]. One of the most commonly used drugs for cancer treatment is 5-fluorouracil
(5-FU). This compound is used in the treatment of many types of cancer, including breast cancer,
colon cancer, skin cancer, etc., as it intercalates in nucleoside metabolism, leading to cytotoxicity and
cell death [10].

Electrical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) is a technique that measures the electrical impedance of
living cells in order to identify various cell types. This technique can be used for the successful separation
of pathological cells from normal ones, taking into account the electrophysiological properties of cells
based on the frequency range [11,12]. Cell electrical impedance can identify the physical, mechanical,
and biochemical functions of living biological cells. EIS focuses on the analysis and discrimination
of cancer cells, utilizing the fact that impedance measurements represent an effective approach for
cell characterization based on the electrical responses over a particular frequency domain. As the
impedance value of several tissue parameters (e.g., morphology, growth, and differentiation) vary
with the frequency of the applied signal, an impedance analysis conducted over a wide frequency
range provides more information about the tissue interiors, which helps us to better understand the
biological tissues physiology, anatomy, and pathology [13]. For example, researchers have used the
impedance technique to measure three dimensional cell cultures for four breast cell lines [14–16].

Recently, bioimpedance has been able to provide in-depth biological measurement analyses from
the cell-level to DNA [17,18]. The evaluation of parameters such as cell adhesion, differentiation,
spreading, morphology, growth, motility, and death for any adherent cell type is possible by monitoring
the impedance changes at the contact point between the cells and electrodes [19]. In addition,
bioimpedance research can nominate the pathological status of a single cell, and also be used to
determine the occurrence of bacterial infections, toxicity, and changes of environmental parameters,
and in the direct or indirect detection of compounds and other factors [20]. Critical changes in cellular
behavior, such as the integrity of the extracellular membrane, morphology, as well as alterations in
intracellular structure, significantly influence the corresponding impedance level which can be detected
quickly and cost-effectively using electrodes [13,19]. Thus, impedance measurements can also be used
in studying cell viability, which provides an alternative to slow and invasive traditional cytotoxicity
assays [21].

Biomaterial research for drug development, cell culture, and tissue regeneration applications
aims to mimic the natural extracellular matrix (ECM) in order to bridge the gap between in vivo and
in vitro environments [22]. In the body, nearly all tissue cells are supported by an ECM that comprises
a complex, three-dimensional (3D), fibrous mesh network of collagen and elastic fibers integrated into
a high hydrated, gel-like material containing proteoglycans, glycosaminoglycans, and glycoproteins.
This complex system is responsible for the triggering of various biochemical and physical signals [23].
In practice, most cell culture studies are carried out using cells cultured as two-dimensional (2D)
monolayers on hard plastic surfaces due to the convenience, ease, and high cell proliferation that these
culture techniques provide. On the other hand, cell adaption to an artificial monolayer culture on
an inflexible surface would lead to metabolic and functional alterations, resulting in behavior different
from the in vivo environment [23]. Thus, research is focused on developing more controllable 3D
cell culture matrices resembling, as much as possible, the in vivo conditions that are able to support
cell growth, differentiation, and organization. Bearing in mind all the above, we can define 3D cell
culture as the integration of cells into a hydrogel matrix in order to receive signals from the scaffold
and surrounding cells [23,24]. This procedure initially necessitates a cellular suspension in a hydrogel
precursor solution, and then entrapment through a gel initiation reaction that leads to the formation of
covalently- or noncovalently-linked molecules [25,26].

A great number of synthetic and natural polymers can be used for cell entrapment gelled into
hydrophilic matrices under mild conditions with minimal loss of viability [27]. The properties of the
gel, i.e., either hydrophobic either hydrophilic, and its porosity, can be regulated. The entrapment of
cells constitutes one of the most widely used methods for living cell immobilization within spherical
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beads of calcium alginate. This method is considered successful due to the fact that immobilization is
a simple, quick and cost-effective technique, and is usually performed under very mild conditions [28].

Three-dimensional (3D) printing is a cheap additive layer manufacturing technology that
is able to create sophisticated and complex-shaped bodies in a short time, especially for rapid
prototyping engineering applications [29–31]. In many cases, 3D printing technology uses
polymers, depending on the specific characteristics that are required for the microfabricated
devices (e.g., polycarbonate (PC), PLA, nylon, polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA), polystyrene, and
polyethylene terephthalate glycol (PETG)) [32–35]. Depending on the area of interest, 3D printing
technology is increasing rapidly and is extensively used in many fields, such as bio-printing, medical
devices, the automotive industry, soft sensors and actuators, space, art and jewelry, education, and
tissue printing [36,37]. PETG constitutes a copolymer known for its biocompatibility, chemical
resistance, recyclability, and transparency [38]. It can be used in different applications in the food and
medical industry, with an acceptable flammability rating [39]. Unfortunately, it presents low resistance
to ultraviolet (UV) light and performs weakly against frictional contact and scratching.

The aim of this study is to develop a proof-of-concept bioelectrical profiling assay to study the
reaction of various cancer cell lines exposed to a common anticancer drug as a function of the cell
population density. For comparison purposes, bioelectrical impedance-based measurements were
taken on both untreated immobilized cells and on cells treated with 5-FU. Thus, two gold-plated (Au)
electrodes were embedded in a 3D-printed PETG well for impedance measurements on four cancer
cell lines (SK-N-SH, HEK293, HeLa and MCF-7) immobilized in calcium alginate matrix. Cell cultures
were realized in three population densities tested with various frequencies. In this way, a more detailed
application of the bioelectrical analysis on an in vitro system for monitoring different responses between
various cancer cells (control and treated with 5-FU) was possible.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Theory

Bioimpedance, as a passive electrical property, is described as the capability of biological tissue to
impede electric current. Bioimpedance measurements detect the response to electrical activity (potential
or current). Bioimpedance is a complex quantity, mainly determined by the resistance (R) of the total
amount of body water and by the capacitance of the cell membrane [40]. Electrical Impedance (Z) is
defined by the ratio of the voltage (V) to the current (I), and is quite similar to resistance. The basic
difference is that impedance extends to the frequency domain, and thus, is used in AC circuits,
while resistance mainly refers to DC applications. The equation for the calculation of electrical
impedance is:

Z = V/I (1)

The determination of electrical impedance requires not only the application of an alternating
current across a biological tissue, but also the measurement of the consequential differential voltage of
the tissue sample, described in the following equations:

I(ω) = I0·cos(ωt + θ) (2)

V(ω) = V0·sin(ωt + ψ) (3)

where I0 and V0 represent the amplitude θ andψ the phase of the current and voltage signal, respectively.
Taking into account that both I0 and V0 are calculated at the same angular frequency, i.e., ω = 2πf,
electrical impedance can be described as Z(ω) = (V(ω))/(I(ω)) [41]. The expression of Z (Equation (1))
as a complex function can be used either as the modulus of the absolute value and the phase shift,
or as the real part, R, representing resistance, and the imaginary part, X, representing capacitance
and inductance, respectively [42]. In the case of direct current (DC) application, the imaginary part
would be zero. The inverse of the impedance is called admittance (Y) and describes the current flow.
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Impedance and admittance constitute AC parameters, and both are frequency dependent. The EIS
measurement procedure involves the characterization of the complex impedance over a wide range of
frequencies, as shown in Equation (3):

Z(ω) = |Z|(cos ϕ + j sin ϕ) = R + j X (4)

2.2. Cell Culture

SK-N-SH neuroblastoma cells (ATCC® HTB-11™) were cultured under standard conditions
(37 ◦C, 5% CO2) in 90% Minimum Essential Medium (MEM) (Eagle) with Earle’s balanced salt
solution (BSS) (Biowest, Nuaillé, France) and fetal bovine serum (FBS) (Thermo Fisher Scientific,
Waltham, MA, USA) to a final concentration of 10%, 2 mM l-glutamine, 1.5 g/L sodium bicarbonate,
0.1 mM non-essential amino acids, 1 U μg−1 antibiotics (penicillin/streptomycin), and 1.0 mM
sodium pyruvate (Biowest, Nuaillé, France). HEK293 (ATCC® CRL-1573™), HeLa (ATCC®

CRM-CCL-2™) and MCF-7 (ATCC® HTB-22™) cell lines were grown in Dulbecco’s Modified
Eagle Medium (Biochrom Gmbh, Berlin, Germany), supplemented with 10% Fetal Bovine Serum
(Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA), 2 mM l-glutamine, 0.5 mM sodium pyruvate, and 1%
Penicillin-Streptomycin (Biowest, Nuaillé, France) in T-75 flasks (Sarstedt AG & Co. KG, Nümbrecht,
Germany). Subcultivation was done in a 1:10 ratio. Cells were detached from culture flasks by
treatment with trypsin-EDTA for 3–10 min. After detachment, they were resuspended in the culture
medium to inactivate any remaining trypsin activity. After centrifugation for 5 min (1000 rpm), they
were resuspended in the medium at concentrations of 106, 2 × 106, and 4 × 106 cells/mL.

2.3. Cells Preparation/Immobilization

Cell immobilization was performed in calcium alginate as an immobilization matrix.
Briefly, sodium alginate in 1.5% concentration, sterilized by autoclave (121 ◦C, 20 min), was mixed
with 5 × 104, 105, and 2 × 105 cells to a 0.75% final concentration and poured together in the well.
Then, a 1% CaCl2 gelling solution was added for 10 s for cross-linking, and washed with phosphate
buffered saline (PBS). After washing, the calcium alginate scaffolds with the cells were incubated in the
culture medium. The next day, the culture medium was removed and replaced with 1% FBS medium
and 1% FBS with different concentrations 5-FU (Sigma-Aldrich Chemie GmbH, Taufkirchen, Germany).

2.4. Cell Viability Assay

Cell viability was evaluated by a 3-(4, 5-dimethylthiazol-2-yl)-2,5-diphenyltetrazolium bromide
(MTT) colorimetric assay [43] with 5-FU as the positive control. The concentration of 5-FU for each cell
line, indicated in Table 1, was selected based on previously published data [44–48]. These concentrations
gave at least 30% inhibition in cell proliferation after 24 h incubation. The next day, the cells were
treated with 0.5 mg/mL MTT (Duchefa Biochemie, Haarlem, The Netherlands) and incubated with dye
for 3 h. After incubation, the medium was removed and the cell containing alginate scaffolds were
solubilized with 0.1 M ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid per well. Cell morphology observations were
performed with an inverted microscope (ZEISS Axio Vert.A1, Carl Zeiss Microscopy, LLC, White Plains,
NY, USA), and pictures were processed using the ZEN lite software. The optical absorbance was
measured with a PowerWave240 plate reader (BioTek, Winooski, VT, USA) at 560 nm. The experiment
was repeated independently three times for each treatment, and the mean results were expressed
as the average OD for each treatment. All values were presented as means ± SD, and significance
testing in the comparisons was based on Student’s T-tests for pairs, as they did not follow a normal
distribution. The Student’s T-test gives the probability that the difference between the two means is
caused by chance. p values < 0.05 were considered to be statistically significant.
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Table 1. 5-FU concentrations added to each cell culture.

SK-N-SH HEK293 HeLa MCF-7

5-FU concentration (μM) 7.5 20 150 150

2.5. Experimental Setup

In order to perform the bioelectrical measurements, a specifically designed electrode-based
system was fabricated. Figure 1a illustrates the experimental setup of the system used for the
measurement procedure. More specifically, two gold-coated (Au) electrodes were placed vertically into
a custom-made, transparent, 3D-printed PETG well that was designed to be used as a cell cultivation
vessel. The application of 3D printing technology to the assembly of culture systems can provide
an appropriate environment for cell growth which is able to mimic physiological and realistic cell
phenotypes [49]. The well model was designed using the 123D Design software (Autodesk, San Rafael,
CA, USA). A Cel Robox 3D printer device was utilized for the printing procedure, applying the fused
deposition modeling technique (FDM). By this method, the filament that passes through the heated
print head is laid on a construction platform in a layer-by-layer fashion until the object’s form is
complete [50]. The nozzle diameter of the print head was 0.4 mm and the printing temperature for PETG
was 190 ◦C [38]. The PETG filament was obtained by the Formfutura BV (Nijmegen, The Netherlands);
the filament diameter was 1.75 ± 0.05 mm. After the printing process, the wells were sterilized with
70% (v/v) ethanol for 10 min, and then dried for 2 h under a sterile hood. The electrodes were connected
to the handheld LCR meter U1733C (Figure 1b) from Keysight Technologies (Santa Rosa, CA, USA);
the instrument is able to measure at three frequencies (1 KHz, 10 KHz, and 100 KHz) for the direct
extraction of impedance magnitude of the sample tested. For impedance measurements, a voltage
of 0.74 Vrms ± 50 mVrms was applied via the two terminals to the gold-coated electrodes. The best
sampling rate of the instrument was 1 Hz (one measurement per sec); each measurement lasted one
minute; thus, the total values obtained for each run were 60, with a measurement frequency of 1 Hz.
All data were normalized values, presented as the mean of the absolute (ABS) value of the control
(plain cell culture medium) minus the absolute value of cells, for both cases (treated or untreated with
5-FU ± SD), as shown in Equation (5). Significance testing in comparisons was based on Student’s
T-tests for pairs, and p values < 0.05 were considered to be statistically significant.

Normalized value =mean (|control-cell value|) (5)

 
(a) (b) 

Figure 1. Experimental setup. (a) Representation of the cell chamber filled with 3D cell immobilization
matrix; (b) Connection of the LCR meter to the 3D printed well.

3. Results

In this study, we evaluated the applicability of impedance measurements for the bioelectric profiling
of different cancer cell types treated with substance-selected anticancer agents. More specifically,
four cancer cell lines were immobilized in calcium alginate and cultured in different cell population
densities (50,000, 100,000, and 200,000/100 μL). Then, 5-fluorouracil (5-FU) was applied, as it constitutes
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one of the most common cancer therapeutic drugs. In each case, three frequencies were tested: 1 KHz,
10 KHz, and 100 KHz.

3.1. Cell Proliferation

In order to ensure that calcium alginate was a proper immobilization matrix for the cancer cell
culture, we assessed cellular viability with the MTT uptake assay. Cells were cultured in the matrix for
24 h (with and without treatment with 5-FU), and the proliferation was determined microscopically
and photometrically after MTT application. Figures 2–5 depict the microscopic observations for three
different populations of the four cell lines immobilized in calcium alginate after incubation with MTT.

Figure 2. Panoramic view of SK-N-SH immobilized cells in 3D matrix after treatment with MTT for
24 h, showing the viability in three different population densities: (a) 50,000 cells; (b) 100,000 cells; and
(c) 200,000 cells. Scale bars = 50 μm.

Figure 3. Panoramic view of HEK293 immobilized cells in 3D matrix after treatment with MTT for 24 h
showing the viability in three different population densities: (a) 50,000 cells; (b) 100,000 cells; and (c)
200,000 cells. Scale bars = 50 μm.

Figure 4. Panoramic view of HeLa immobilized cells in 3D matrix after treatment with MTT for 24 h
showing the viability in three different population densities: (a) 50,000 cells; (b) 100,000 cells; and (c)
200,000 cells/100 μL. Scale bars = 50 μm.

Figure 5. Panoramic view of MCF-7 immobilized cells in 3D matrix after treatment with MTT for 24 h
showing the viability in three different population densities: (a) 50,000 cells; (b) 100,000 cells; and (c)
200,000 cells/100 μL. Scale bars = 50 μm.
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Viable cells were dyed purple using the yellow formazan (MTT) by intracellular
NAD(P)H-oxidoreductases [43]. We can see that cellular proliferation is affected neither by the
immobilization matrix, nor by the increase in the cell population density. Contrary to this observation,
the results from the photometric MTT determination presented in Figures 6–9 showed an increase
in the absorbance as cell number population densities increase, whereas the addition of 5-FU led to
a significant reduction in cell viability (see Table 2) in almost all cell lines. Cell population alterations in
the neuroblastoma SK-N-SH cell line (see Figure 6) appear to have a limited impact in MTT absorbance
for both cell cases, i.e., treated with 5-FU and untreated. On the other hand, in the case of the remaining
cell lines (Figures 7–9), we observed an increase in absorbance proportional to the cell number.

(a) (b) 

Figure 6. Cellular viability of SK-N-SH cells immobilized in 3D matrix after treatment with MTT for 24 h
showing the viability in three different population densities (50,000, 100,000, and 200,000 cells/100 μL)
± STD: (a) untreated cells (control); (b) cells treated with 5-FU. ## < 0.01 significantly different from
100,000 cells/100 μL.

(a) (b) 

Figure 7. Cellular viability of HEK293 cells immobilized in 3D matrix after treatment with MTT for 24 h
showing the viability in three different population densities (50,000, 100,000, and 200,000 cells/100 μL)
± STD: (a) untreated cells (control); (b) cells treated with 5-FU. * < 0.05 significantly different from
50,000 cells, ## < 0.01 significantly different from 100,000 cells/100 μL.
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(a) (b) 

Figure 8. Cellular viability of HeLa cells immobilized in 3D matrix after treatment with MTT for 24 h
showing the viability in three different population densities (50,000, 100,000, and 200,000 cells/100 μL)
± STD: (a) untreated cells (control); (b) cells treated with 5-FU. * < 0.05, ** < 0.01 significantly different
from 50,000 cells, # < 0.05, ### < 0.001 significantly different from 100,000 cells/100 μL.

(a) (b) 

Figure 9. Cellular viability of MCF-7 cells immobilized in 3D matrix after treatment with MTT for 24 h
showing the viability in three different population densities (50,000, 100,000, and 200,000 cells/100 μL) ±
STD: (a) untreated cells (control); (b) cells treated with 5-FU. * < 0.05, ** < 0.01, *** < 0.001 significantly
different from 50,000 cells.

Table 2. Significant differences (Student’s T-test) between cell populations before and after treatment
with 5-FU. **< 0.01, *** < 0.001.

50,000 Cells 100,000 Cells 200,000 Cells

SK-N-SH - ** -
HEK293 - ** -

HeLa - *** -
MCF-7 - - -

For further analysis, all cell line combinations were compared using a Student’s T-test in each
population density, with or without the addition of 5-FU. As shown in Table 3, in the 50,000 cell/100 μL
population density, treatment with 5-FU did not significantly affect MTT uptake. However, it seems
that the other two population densities contributed to differential viability results, i.e., with or without
treatment with 5-FU.
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Table 3. Significant differences (Student’s T-test) in cell viability between different cell lines X cell
population densities before and after treatment with 5-FU. * < 0.05, **< 0.01, *** < 0.001.

Cells Cells Treated with 5-FU

50,000
Cells

100,000
Cells

200,000
Cells

50,000
Cells

100,000
Cells

200,000
Cells

SK-N-SH–HEK293 - - * - - *
SK-N-SH–HeLa - - ** - - -

SK-N-SH–MCF-7 - * *** - *** *
HEK293–HeLa - * - - ** *

HEK293–MCF-7 - * - - ** -
HeLa–MCF-7 - ** * - ** *

3.2. Comparative Bioelectrical Profiling Results among Different Immobilized Cell Lines

This experimental approach refers to the analysis of bioelectrical impedance-based measurements
on various cancer cell types in different population densities. Calcium alginate was once again chosen
as the 3D immobilization matrix used for each cancer cell culture. Figures 10–13 depict the absolute
values of the differences between the mean blank values and the mean impedance values for three
population densities tested for each cell line chosen in three different frequencies (1 KHz, 10 KHz,
and 100 KHz).

(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 10. Normalized values of the mean impedance magnitude for untreated (control) immobilized
SK-N-SH cancer cell lines tested at three frequencies (1 KHz, 10 KHz, 100 KHz) for three different
population densities ± STD: (a) 50,000 cells; (b) 100,000 cells and (c) 200,000 cells/100 μL.

(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 11. Normalized values of the mean impedance magnitude for untreated (control) immobilized
HEK293 cancer cell lines tested at three frequencies (1 KHz, 10 KHz, 100 KHz) for three different
population densities ± STD: (a) 50,000 cells; (b) 100,000 cells and (c) 200,000 cells/100 μL.
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(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 12. Normalized values of the mean impedance magnitude for untreated (control) immobilized
HeLa cancer cell lines tested at three frequencies (1 KHz, 10 KHz, 100 KHz) for three different population
densities ± STD: (a) 50,000 cells; (b) 100,000 cells and (c) 200,000 cells/100 μL.

(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 13. Normalized values of the mean impedance magnitude for untreated (control) immobilized
MCF-7 cancer cell lines tested at three frequencies (1 KHz, 10 KHz, 100 KHz) for three different
population densities: (a) 50,000 cells; (b) 100,000 cells and (c) 200,000 cells/100 μL.

As indicated by many studies, and also in our case, a frequency-dependent impedance response
is observed. Each cell line x population density combination corresponds to a different pattern in
the impedance magnitude measured in each frequency. Thus, in neuroblastoma SK-N-SH cells (see
Figure 10), we can observe that the normalized impedance value drops when we move from 50,000 to
100,000 cells, and then increases at 200,000 cells/100 μL at each frequency. A similar pattern is observed
in the case of HEK293 cells, but as shown in Figure 11, at 200,000 cells/100 μL population density,
the impedance value is higher than the respective impedance in 50,000 cells. However, HeLa and
MCF-7 cell cultures (Figures 12 and 13) appear to have a totally different behavior. More specifically,
at a lower frequency (1 KHz), HeLa cells initially demonstrated a high impedance value (54, 23 Ohm),
and as population density increased, a dramatic decrease was observed (1, 60 Ohm). In contrast,
MCF-7 cells demonstrated the opposite trend, starting with 66, 72 Ohm at 50,000 cells and ending up at
79, 23 Ohm at 200,000 cells/100 μL. Furthermore, at the other two frequencies, we observed differential
fluctuations for both cell lines. In other words, each cell line x population density combination was
characterized by its own unique impedance behavior fingerprint.
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3.3. Comparative Bioelectrical Profiling Results among Different Immobilized Cell Lines Treated with 5-FU

At this experimental stage, the evaluation of 5-FU applied to the previous immobilized cancer cell
cultures was implemented to investigate the effects of this widely-used anticancer medicine through
impedance measurements at specific frequencies. Figures 14–17 depict the normalized impedance
values after the subtraction of the mean blank values from the mean impedance values in three
population densities tested for each cell line chosen in three different frequencies, with (yellow bars) or
without (blue bars) 5-FU. The statistical significances after pair comparisons for all combinations of the
cell populations are represented in Tables 4–7.

(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 14. Normalized values of the mean impedance magnitude for control immobilized SK-N-SH
cells (blue bars) and immobilized SK-N-SH cells treated with 5-FU (yellow bars), tested at three
different cell population densities ± STD: (a) 50,000; (b) 100,000 and (c) 200,000/100 μL for three different
frequencies (1 KHz, 10 KHz, and 100 KHz).

(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 15. Normalized values of the mean impedance magnitude for control immobilized HEK293 cells
(blue bars) and immobilized HEK293 cells treated with 5-FU (yellow bars), tested at three different cell
population densities ± STD: (a) 50,000; (b) 100,000 and (c) 200,000/100 μL for three different frequencies
(1 KHz, 10 KHz, and 100 KHz).
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(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 16. Normalized values of the mean impedance magnitude for control immobilized HeLa cells
(blue bars) and immobilized HeLa cells treated with 5-FU (yellow bars), tested at three different cell
population densities ± STD: (a) 50,000; (b) 100,000 and (c) 200,000/100 μL for three different frequencies
(1 KHz, 10 KHz, and 100 KHz).

(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 17. Normalized values of the mean impedance magnitude for control immobilized MCF-7 cells
(blue bars) and immobilized MCF-7 cells treated with 5-FU (yellow bars), tested at three different cell
population densities ± STD: (a) 50,000; (b) 100,000 and (c) 200,000/100 μL for three different frequencies
(1 KHz, 10 KHz, and 100 KHz).

Table 4. Significant differences (Student’s T-test) between population densities for the SK-N-SH cell
line before and after treatment with 5-FU. **< 0.01, *** < 0.001.

Cells Cells Treated with 5-FU

1 KHz 10 KHz 100 KHz 1 KHz 10 KHz 100 KHz

50,000–100,000 *** *** ** ** *** ***
50,000–200,000 - *** - *** *** ***
100,000–200,000 *** *** - *** ** ***
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Table 5. Significant differences (Student’s T-test) between population densities for HEK293 cell line
before and after treatment with 5-FU. * < 0.05, **< 0.01, *** < 0.001.

Cells Cells Treated with 5-FU

1 KHz 10 KHz 100 KHz 1 KHz 10 KHz 100 KHz

50,000–100,000 *** *** ** *** *** **
50,000–200,000 *** *** * *** - **
100,000–200,000 *** *** *** *** * **

Table 6. Significant differences (Student’s T-test) between population densities for HeLa cell line before
and after treatment with 5-FU. * < 0.05, **< 0.01, *** < 0.001.

Cells Cells Treated with 5-FU

1 KHz 10 KHz 100 KHz 1 KHz 10 KHz 100 KHz

50,000–100,000 *** *** * *** *** **
50,000–200,000 *** ** *** - *** ***
100,000–200,000 * *** *** *** *** ***

Table 7. Significant differences (Student’s T-test) between population densities for MCF-7 cell line
before and after treatment with 5-FU. * < 0.05, **< 0.01, *** < 0.001.

Cells Cells Treated with 5-FU

1 KHz 10 KHz 100 KHz 1 KHz 10 KHz 100 KHz

50,000–100,000 - *** ** *** *** ***
50,000–200,000 ** *** *** *** *** ***
100,000–200,000 * *** * *** *** **

When the anticancer agent 5-fluorouracil was applied for 24 h, we observed that in most cases
(18 out of 27), 5-FU treatment gave higher impedance normalized values in comparison to cells with
no treatment. The SK-N-SH cell line (see Figure 14) followed mostly the opposite pattern when 5-FU
was applied compared to the rest of the cell lines, especially at a frequency of 1 KHz. In the case of
200,000 cells/100 μL population density, the cell impedance magnitude followed a downward trend,
as opposed to cells under 5-FU exposure, that gave higher values in the frequency range of 1–100 KHz.

Figure 15 summarizes the results for the HEK293 cell line. Similar to the aforementioned
observations, impedance significantly dropped with an increase in frequency in all population
densities, and treatment with 5-FU led to higher normalized values (see Table 5). An exception can
be observed at the frequencies of 10 KHz and 100 KHz in 50,000 cell population density, and also at
the frequency of 10 KHz in 200,000 cells/100 μL population density, where the values obtained from
control cells were higher than the respective values with 5-FU.

As depicted in Figure 16, HeLa cells treated with 5-FU follow a frequency-dependent,
downward motif for every population density. On the other hand, untreated cells do not show
the same pattern, since a downward trend is observed at 50,000 cells/100 μL, followed by an upward
tendency at 200,000 cells/100 μL, and general non-linear behavior at 100,000 cells/100 μL. Once again,
in almost all cases, the response of the cells treated with 5-FU is significantly higher in comparison with
control cells (Table 6). The only exception is observed in 50,000 and 200,000 cells/100 μL population
densities at 100 KHz. The latter frequency gave low impedance values for both the treated and
untreated cell populations.

In the MCF-7 cell line (Figure 17), we observed particularly high impedance values when 5-FU
was applied for every population density tested when compared with untreated cells, especially at
a frequency of 1 KHz. These values significantly increased with population density at the same
frequency (Table 7). The impedance values of cells not treated with 5-FU depicted low variations
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between different cell population densities. A general observation is that as frequency magnitude
increases, the normalized impedance values decrease.

4. Discussion

Up to now, the development of cancer diagnostics was primarily controlled by direct tumor
tissue biopsies for either pathologic and/or histologic analyses. Novel advanced molecular biology
techniques such as next-generation DNA sequencing and genomics bioinformatics analysis represent
examples of the transition from traditional microscopy of tissue samples to molecular genomics for
cancer diagnosis. In combination with remarkable advances in drug development and efficiency,
these exciting new trends have contributed to the transition to the era of personalized cancer diagnosis
and therapy. Therefore, these advances in cancer management and treatment have incentivized the
pursuit of avant-garde, non-invasive approaches for accurate detection and monitoring.

For this purpose, in this study, we investigated the differences between the electrical properties
of different in vitro 3D cancer cell cultures such as cervical, breast, and kidney tumor models via
impedance evaluation at various frequencies. In general, several variances are observed in cell activities
such as morphology, proliferation, and gene and protein expression due to the additional dimensionality
of 3D culture, compared to the 2D planar culture [51]. Hydrogels such as alginate (SA), collagen (COL),
fibrin, and agarose (AG) have attracted the most attention as promising matrices for bioinks because of
their innate biocompatibility, low cytotoxicity, and high water content, mimicking natural ECM [52–54].
SA, which offers fast gelling in the presence of Ca2+ or other divalent cations, was frequently used
as a bioink for cells to be easily and quickly encapsulated, and for interlayer adhesion during the
layer-by-layer printing process [55–57]. Studies have indicated that alginate and agarose bioinks
support the development of hyaline-like cartilage tissues, whereas GelMA- and PEGMA-based bioinks
favor the development of fibrocartilaginous tissues [58,59]. The main disadvantage of chitosan is
that it provides poor mechanical integrity to the tissue, making the 3D bioprinted structures brittle
and delicate. Finally, the major pitfall with fibrin use is the fast and irreversible gelation at body
temperature, which makes its bioprinting difficult [60].

An optical inverted microscope was used for the observation of the differences in cell
morphology between the four different cell lines after conducting the MTT colorimetric
assay [43]. Similar observations were reported for studies on epithelial cancer cells in 3D
culture [61–63]. Our results indicated that the immobilization matrix did not affect cell viability.
Furthermore, the photometric MTT determination revealed an increase in cellular proliferation relative
to the cell population density. On the other hand, when the anticancer agent 5-fluorouracil (5-FU) was
added to the cell medium, viability was significantly reduced, suggesting that the 3D immobilization
matrix does not influence the influx of the compound in the alginate hydrogel.

After completing the biochemical cytotoxic assays, a bioelectrical analysis by means of impedance
measurements was performed on each cancer cell line coupled with its corresponding electrodes in the
3D alginate matrix. The measurement protocol was divided into two cases, based on different aspects
of the cell cultures we wanted to investigate. In the first stage, impedance measurements were recorded
for different population densities (50,000, 100,000, and 200,000 cells/100 ul) of the aforementioned cell
lines in 3D cultures in plain medium. In the second step, the respective measurements were evaluated
for 3D cultures after 24 h application of the anticancer compound, 5-FU.

We used the resulting characteristic features to determine contrasts between distinctive cell
types by means of normalized impedance magnitudes. The method has been particularly effective
in discriminating not only cells of different tissue origin, but also the cytotoxic impact of the
anticancer compound.

The method can provide useful information as the assay provides information about the response
of cells in specific frequency values, giving us the opportunity to utilize it as a putative cancer diagnostic
technique. For further research, this methodology could efficiently be expanded to additional cell
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lines, i.e., cancerous or normal ones. Similar studies have been conducted on skin [64], breast [65],
esophagus [66], and cervical cancer cells [6].

The discrimination method in this study describes a measurement procedure and data processing
which is quite easy to handle, although its application for cancer diagnoses or assessments of efficient
chemotherapy treatment would require samples that can, in reality, be obtained only by invasive
means. Nevertheless, in most cases a definite diagnosis of a malignant tumor depends upon assaying
a real tissue sample. That said, the results of the present study demonstrate that even a small number
of cells (obtainable through, e.g., liquid biopsy) could be bioelectrically profiled in order to determine
their behavior with respect to their susceptibility to selected anticancer agents. While this has not been
investigated in the framework of this study, it may be possible to achieve an even higher sensitivity
in terms of detecting a low number of cells (i.e., much fewer than 50,000/mL, in the order of a few
hundreds or thousands), especially if a considerably wider range of impedance frequencies is used
(see also below).

Specific frequency values in the range of 1 KHz–100 KHz were selected to study the electrical
properties of the different cell types. Particularly high impedance normalized values were observed
at 1 KHz for both treatments, with or without 5-FU, in almost all cell types. At this frequency value,
the contribution of cell structure becomes relevant, as the cell-hydrogel interface is influenced by the
properties of either the plain cell culture medium and/or the anticancer drug. Hence, cell structure
might play an important role in detection sensitivity. For cancerous tissues, a decrease of impedance at
frequencies higher than 1 kHz was observed, while in the frequency level up to approximately 100 KHz,
these changes were not visible [67]. In addition, it has been reported that the impedance of abnormal
tissues, such as breast cancer tissue [68], has lower values compared to those for healthy tissues [69].

Moreover, supplementary investigations could evaluate the prospect of performing
a complementary assay on in vivo samples. Our consideration focuses on the fact that these results
can begin to highlight the diversities in the electrical behavior of normal and cancerous 3D cell cultures
during the whole measurement procedure. The assessment of more heterogeneous models with
additional characteristic features, such as resistance or capacitance, could help the enhancement of the
system’s resolution capacity. Although our methodology has succeeded in effectively determining
various cancer cell types, our next goal is to adjust it to specify the existence of cancer cells in cocultures
with normal ones in a single well containing a set of suitably-placed electrodes.

5. Conclusions

In this study, we present the proof-of-concept development of a complementary, non-invasive cell
analysis method to assess the responses of 3D cultured cancer cell lines derived from various
tissues following treatment with cytotoxic concentrations of the well-studied anticancer compound,
5-FU, using bioelectricalal evaluation. A key-feature of the cell-based bioelectrical sensor was the 3D
printing of a PETG well, assembled with two gold-coated electrodes, perpendicularly wall-mounted at
the bottom, allowing for impedance measurements. The evaluation of our cell bio-system configuration
showed good efficacy towards different cell type determination with adequate sensitivity. In order to
obtain higher levels of selectivity, and sensitivity based on very low cell populations (up to single-cell
analysis), it is necessary to fabricate a different electrode configuration (e.g., screen-printed) which
is suitable for single-cell impedance spectroscopy [70–72]. As a next step, we plan to conduct more
detailed impedance spectral analyses by using a considerably wider continuous frequency range,
rather than the discrete values that were used in the present approach, as well as to investigate the
effect of different cell immobilization agents on the bioelectric profiling process.
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Abstract: Remote health monitoring systems are used to audit implantable medical devices or patients’
health in a non-clinical setting. These systems are prone to cyberattacks exploiting their critical
vulnerabilities. Thus, threatening patients’ health and confidentiality. In this paper, a pacemaker
automatic remote monitoring system (PARMS) is modeled using architecture analysis and design
language (AADL), formally characterized, and checked using the JKind model checker tool. The
generated attack graph is visualized using the Graphviz tool, and classifies security breaches through
the violation of the security features of significance. The developed attack graph showed the
essentiality of setting up appropriate security measures in PARMS.

Keywords: pacemaker; threat modeling; internet of things (IoT) medical devices; vulnerabilities

1. Introduction

Implantable therapeutic tools are becoming progressively interdependent through the internet of
things (IoT) in order to audit vital signs and improve patients’ quality of life. Yet, the IoT imposes major
vulnerabilities with such interconnection, and any disturbance could cause significant destruction
or life-impeding demands [1,2]. An adversary may construct various attacks to jeopardize both IoT
implantable therapeutic equipment and networks [3]. Table 1 illustrates some recent cyberattack
incidents that occurred in the medical field. Thus, it is not easy to design and protect medical devices
that are able to cope with equipment failures and connectivity and operating systems faults [4]. Security
and privacy concerns should also be considered, such as identification, data integrity, confidentiality,
authentication, and user and service privacy [5]. A recent survey [6] studied over one hundred medical
tools to consider their protection worries with a focus on reported cyberattacks including tampering,
sniffing, and unauthorized access. The survey also studied available mitigation methods to handle
these worries.

Table 1. Cyberattack incidents in the medical field.

Date Country Name Description

August 2011 United States Medtronic
insulin-delivery system

Hacked the insulin pump and completely
disabled it [7]

2008 United States Cardiac defibrillator Hacked cardiac defibrillatorto change the
device’s settings, ordering it to deliver a shock,
and disabling it [7]

2017 United Kingdom 16 United Kingdom
hospitals

Freezing systems and encrypting files [8]
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Table 1. Cont.

Date Country Name Description

2014 United States Boston Children’s
Hospital

Caused the hospital network to lose internet
access using distributed Denial of Service (DoS)
attack [9]

January, 2015 United States Anthem Breached a database with 80 million customers
records [10]

July, 2018 England National Health Service
(NHS)

A data breach caused the NHS to share
confidential health data of 150,000 patients [11]

June, 2018 Singapore SingHealth The data of 1.5 million patients were stolen [12]

2019 United States NeuroSky 156
brain–computer interface
application

Victims’ brain wave data were stolen [13]

Attack graphs provide a viewable technique to determine risks within interoperable systems.
The actions needed to conduct an attack can be identified utilizing this technique. The identification
of attacks helps engineers to establish defensive actions in order to eliminate the execution of an
attack [14]. For instance, a method is presented by [15] for indicating the best placement of a collection
of IoT tools within an institution using a traditional attack graph which is augmented to consider the
substantial placement of IoT tools and their connectivity effectiveness.

Attack graphs can also help forensic investigators to identify many possible attack paths.
An empirical study is provided by [16] on the growth of using data gathered by smartphone tools
(developed to correlate a therapeutic tool) as digital clue in legal cases. A report is included about
evidence which is possibly helpful in a digital forensics inspection.

A digital inspection system is proposed by [17] for the examination of fatal attack scenarios on
cardiac implantable medical devices (IMDs). The system reports the identification and regeneration of
possible attack scenarios that result in a patient’s death. An approach of three stages is proposed, along
with a collection of approaches to use in every stage. In the first stage, the approach aids determining
the reason for a death based on the therapeutic conclusions gathered by the IMD. Second, the approach
follows the entries and system logs gathered from the IMD under consideration, which determine
the critical actions associated with distant access and construction. The technique aims to collect the
possible attack scenarios that could achieve similar impact in the gathered log proof, as if they had been
conducted. A library of threats and a model checking established algorithm are utilized to conduct the
automatic reformation which is made in forward chaining. The third stage of the approach correlates
the generated scenarios, identifies the most persuasive composite of medical and vocational scenarios,
and confirms the presence of abnormal attitude in the chosen composite that caused a patient’s death.

The main contribution of this work manifests an approach for developing attack graphs for
the pacemaker automatic remote monitoring system (PARMS). This demands a general specification
of system model (design and communications, units, resources, protections, vulnerabilities, and
attack instances), and exploration of the security concerns. The model and the security properties
are encoded using architecture analysis and design language (AADL) [18] and verified using JKind
checker embedded software [19]. The developed attack graph contains the attack scenarios causing
system compromise through gaining ability to alter the settings of the home monitoring device. Thus,
controlling the wireless pacemaker and jeopardizing the patient’s life. The resulting graph is visualized
utilizing Graphviz [20]. The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 1.1 reviews the relevant
work. Section 2 presents the modeling process of the pacemaker automatic remote monitoring system
(PARMS). Section 3 illustrates attack graph construction and visualization for the PARMS. Section 4
recaps and discusses some forthcoming work.
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1.1. Related Work

Different papers were investigated in the literature for modelling attack graphs for medical
devices. A model-based system, a safety and security co-engineering (MB3SE) technique, and a
correlated toolchain for the implementation of medical equipment was proposed by [21]. The toolchain
included architecture modelling and safety and cyber-security risk analysis tools. Explanations for
security concerns of 5G networks aiding electronic healthcare applications were presented by [22].
The explanations incorporated knowledge graph development, automated attack and protection
technologies, and a security testbed.

An approach is presented by [23] for developing attack trees for IMDs which receive two inputs:
functional workflow and a hazard study of the IMD in consideration. A process-modeling software
is utilized to illustrate the IMD system as it is arranged, booted up, and managed by the caregiver.
Hazards can be identified as system states that are built-in unprotected for the user. Hazard study
requires determining system states that will ultimately cause critical harm to the patient.

Threat modeling is examined in medical cyber physical systems (MCPS) by [24]. This includes
the roles of stakeholders and system components, trust models, threat models, and threat analysis.
An abstract architecture is also sketched for an MCPS to demonstrate various threat modeling options.

A methodology has been developed by [2] for generating attack trees for patient controlled
analgesia (PCA-IMD). This process contains four steps: (1) process modeling, (2) fault tree analysis
(FTA), (3) attack tree generation, and (4) quantification. First, the user of the PCA-IMD takes a depiction
of the workflow of the PCA-IMD and constructs a process-modeling design for it. Once the process
model is constructed, the IMD user establishes the distinct hazards that can happen as a result of
running the system, leading to extra infusion.

Two internal activities are studied by [25], involving the utilization of Universal Serial Bus
(USB) drives and Compact Disc Read-Only Memory (CD-ROM) as the entrance methods leading
to data loss in the healthcare firm surroundings. The generated augmented threat trees show the
vulnerabilities abused, the actions required to abuse them, and the fingerprint implemented by the
attackers’ functionalities. A Markov models set is developed by [26] for a healthcare IoT foundation,
that enables the consideration of the particularity of clients’ machines, connectivity, advancement of
data stream, and protection and security worries of these elements.

The modeling and study of cyberattacks utilizing a multimodal graph technique is shown by [27].
This work illustrates how cyber actions, parties, targets, and networks that gathered them can be
modeled using a multimodal graph, such that multiple graphs of distinct modalities are connected to
show the features of the attack.

A framework is presented by [28] for modeling and assessing security of the IoT which incorporates
preprocessing, security model generation using a hierarchical attack representation model (HARM),
conception and repository, security study, and transformations and updates. In the scheme, an IoT,
security model generators, and an evaluator are implemented.

The authors of [29] investigated whether the ideas of model checking and attack tree refinement
correspond to using an IoT healthcare illustrative example. The extension by model checking and
the enclosing of attack trees into the Isabelle internal scheme permitted the investigation of this
correspondence utilizing the analytical strict and automated proof assistance of Isabelle. Hence,
reassessing the interpretation of state evolution in model checking and importing a variation that
showed the attack sequences. This permitted the conversion of attack paths established by model
checking into the attack tree refinement procedure.

An attack graph-based study is presented by [4] of attacks on a certain interoperability surrounding
to provide patient pain medication (PCA) among multiple levels of interoperability from simple data
gathering to complete closed loop control. Explanations of the potential prevention methods are
determined for every class of attack vectors. The work showed that security has a deep impact on the
safety of medical device interoperability and the patients they are provided to.
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Conceptual graphs are collected by [30] with Dung’s disputation system that supplied convenient
extensions for dependable selection procedures, all adapted to telemedicine in general and tele-expertise
in particular. The work implemented the visual graph of attacks where distinct interpretation of the
reasoning logic is adapted to verify the possible adequate arguments.

A systematic threat-modeling approach is proposed by [31] to investigate IMD security. The attack
tree approach provided an overall and organized scheme of the strengths and weaknesses of the IMD
system. The work showed a systematic method for conducting system-level security examination to
incorporate various potential attack surfaces. The research done by [14] demonstrated attack graph
modeling on hypothetical ambulatory medical equipment. The research examined specific attacks that
jeopardized ambulatory equipment, like physical attacks and social engineering.

2. Pacemaker Automatic Remote Monitoring System (PARMS) Modeling

In this work, the pacemaker automatic remote monitoring system (PARMS) is modeled to illustrate
how hacking into the pacemaker’s system imposes life-threatening risks to patients. The model
includes system topology, possible attack instances, and the system’s formal description.

2.1. PARMS Topology

Figure 1 shows a modified pacemaker automatic remote monitoring system (PARMS) from [32].
The PARMS includes the following components:

• Wireless Pacemaker: This is a battery-powered implantable device that produces an excitatory
wave at an appropriate site within the heart. The pacemaker initiates the electrical depolarization
cycle of the heart at approximately 72 beats/min in the atrioventricular (AV) node to replace a
malfunctioning AV node. The AV node is the electrical connecting point from the atria to the
ventricles, which continues excitation beyond a partial or total heart block. Modern pacemakers
can also store diagnostic data [33].

 
Figure 1. pacemaker automatic remote monitoring system (PARMS).
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The pacemaker consists of a cardiac pulse generator, which is a device with a power source and
electronic circuitry that produces the excitatory signal. The pulse generator contains a power source
“battery” to power it. It also contains a programmable segment to evaluate the heart function and send
the appropriate electric impulse signal from the pulse generator to the heart [33]. Other components of
the pacemaker are the leads which conduct electrical signals from the pulse generator to the tissue and,
in some pacemakers, also conduct signals from the tissue to the pulse generator.

The pacemaker has also an electrode which is located at the end of the lead which continuously
measures the heart rate. The sensed signal is then amplified using a low noise amplifier. Next,
the amplified signal is filtered using a second order low pass filter, and the result is an appropriate
electrocardiogram (ECG) signal. This signal is then applied to a comparator which compares it to a
defined threshold to detect the heartbeat event executed by the heart and generates a pulse with every
heartbeat using a pulse generator [34]. The wireless pacemakers are embedded with a micro-antenna
to enable wireless communication with the home monitoring device and the programmer [35].

• Physician Programmer (PP): A computer with specific software and associated hardware
modifications is used to program the pacemaker at the time of implantation. It is used to
test pacemaker functionality in the follow-up visits to the physician’s office by sending instructions
to change therapy parameters, and reading battery status and heart rhythms. The physician
programmer contains a transceiver which communicates with the pacemaker antenna via radio
frequency (RF) [32,35].

• Home Monitoring Device (HS): This is a transceiver placed in proximity to the patient and used
to monitor the pacemaker by collecting the data that the pacemaker sends periodically at a set of
frequencies (e.g., every two days or every week) using RF transmissions via the micro-antenna.
The HS then sends data to the physician programmer via analog landlines or wireless data
networks. The data incorporate heart rate, battery status, pacing lead impedance, episodes of
arrhythmias, conveyed antitachycardia pacing, percent pacing, histogram, real-time and magnet
electrograms (EGM), reserved EGMs, arrhythmia reviews, and mode switch period [35,36].

• Patient Support Network (PN): This works on the principle of cloud computing, where the data
transmitted from the home monitoring device can be stored into the network servers and can be
uploaded onto a secure website that the physician may log in to, to review the data. [32,36].

• Access Point (AP): This exists for outside internet communication. We assume the attacker is
located at this point.

Communication among the PARMS’ components can be summarized as follow [32]:

i. RF communication between the PP and the wireless pacemaker in order to program it and check
its functionality.

ii. The PP and the PN are connected through online communication platforms: “cloud networking”.
iii. RF communication between the HS and the wireless pacemaker to inquire different measurements

related to the pacemaker such as the battery state and pulse rate.
iv. The communication between the HS and the PN involves sending measurements to the PN to be

stored there and accessed later by the responsible PP. The PN also transmits updates from the
network to the HS using analog landlines, a wireless data network, or a wireless Global System
for Mobile communications (GSM).

To illustrate how hacking into the pacemaker’s system presents life-threatening risks to patients,
two vulnerabilities are identified within PARMS. These are the microprocessor commercial off-the-shelf
(COTS) vulnerability, and the firmware update vulnerability due to loss of validation of the source of
firmware updates [32]. These vulnerabilities can be exploited resulting in the following possible attack
instances:

1. Intelligent Gathering (IG): This is used for gathering information about IoT devices such as Internet
Protocol (IP) addresses, and checking the type of firmware, as well as the existence of COTS.
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2. Social Engineering (SE): This attack is used to gain access and disclose information. It generally
targets enterprises and organizations.

3. Pivoting (PV): This is a standard technique used in penetration testing to navigate from machine
to machine [37].

4. Sniffing (S): This attack is used to steal or break off data by capturing the network traffic using a
sniffer, for example to get login usernames and passwords that are sent by the HS [32].

5. Man-in-the-Middle (MiM): This attack can occur when the attacker has access over the network
connection. Thus, disclosing and manipulating the data flow between two parties.

6. Phishing (PS): This is used to steal user data and allow the attacker to disguise as a trusted
entity [38].

7. Malware Injection (MA): The attacker can edit, copy, or install the code at the host. Thus, gaining a
root access.

8. SQL Injection (SQL): This attack is used to exploit the web application. Thus, allowing the attacker
to gain unauthorized access to the PN database or retrieve information directly from it [39].

2.2. Formal Description of PARMS

The System can be formally described as follows:

1. The attacker is assumed to be located at (AP) and has a root privilege.
2. system components S; variable s ∈ {PP, PN, HS, AP} (static).
3. system connectivity, C ⊆ PP × PN, HS × PN; cij = 1 if component i is connected to component j

(static).
4. System vulnerabilities V; Boolean vi = 1 if vulnerability v ∈ {COTS, firmware} exists on i (static).
5. Set of possible attacks B; variable b ∈ {IG, SE, S, PS, PV, SQL, MiM, MA}.
6. Attack instances, AI ⊆ B × C; labeled bij ≡ attack b from source i to target j, b ∈ B.
7. Attacker level of privilege P on HS device; variable pHS ∈ {none, root} (dynamic).
8. Attacker level of privilege PH on host i ∈ {PP, PN, AP}; variable phi ∈ {none, user, root} (dynamic).
9. Data identification D of component i; Boolean di = 1 if identification data about i gets collected by

attacker (dynamic).
10. Confidential data disclosure K of component i; Boolean ki = 1 if confidential data of component i

get disclosed to attacker (dynamic).
11. Data alteration E of component i, Boolean ei = 1 if attacker is able to edit the setting on component

i (dynamic).
12. Attack instances pre-conditions:

• Pre(IGij) = (cij = 1) ∧ (phi = root) ∧ (pHS = none)
• Pre(SEij) = (cij = 1) ∧ (phi = root) ∧ (phj = none)
• Pre(SEij) = (cij = 1) ∧ (phi = root) ∧ (phj = none)
• Pre(Sij) = (cij = 1) ∧ (pHS = none) ∧ (dHS = 1) ∧ (COTSj = 1)
• Pre(PSij) = (cij = 1) ∧ (phi = user) ∧ (dj = 1) ∧ (firmwarej = 1)
• Pre(PVij) = (cij = 1) ∧ (phi = user) ∧ (dj = 1)
• Pre(SQLij) = (cij = 1) ∧ (phi = root) ∧ (phj = user) ∧ (dj = 1) ∧ (ej = 1) ∧ (kj = 1)
• Pre(MIMij) = (cij = 1) ∧ (phi = user) ∧ (dj = 1) ∧ (ej = 0) ∧ (kj = 1)
• Pre(MAij) = (cij = 1) ∧ (phi = root) ∧ (pHS = none) ∧ (dj = 1) ∧ (ej = 1) ∧ (kj = 1) ∧ (COTSj = 1 ∨

firmwarej = 1)

13. Attack instances post-conditions:

• Post(IGij) = (dHS = 1) ∧ (pHS = none)
• Post (SEij) = (phj = user) ∧ (dj = 1)
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• Post (SEij) = (phj = user) ∧ (dj = 1)
• Post (Sij) = (phj = user) ∧ (dj = 1) ∧ (kj = 1)
• Post (PSij) = (phj = root) ∧ (dj = 1) ∧ (ej = 1) ∧ (kj = 1)
• Post (PVij) = (ph j = user) ∧ (d j = 1) ∧ (k j = 1)
• Post (SQLij) = (phj = root) ∧ (dj = 1) ∧ (ej = 1) ∧ (kj = 1)
• Post (MIMij) = (phj = root) ∧ (dj = 1) ∧ (ej = 1) ∧ (kj = 1)
• Post (MAij) = (pHS = root) ∧ (dHS = 1) ∧ (eHS = 1) ∧ (kHS = 1)

14. Initial state: phAP = root ∧ (∀j ∈ {PP, PN}: phj = none ∧ pHS = none ∧ (dj = ej = kj = dHS = eHS =

kHS = 0)). (Initially, the attacker has a root privilege on access point, no data identification, no
confidential data disclosure, and no ability to alter the setting of HS).

15. Security property (ϕ): The attacker has no ability to edit the setting on the home monitoring device
HS. Thus, jeopardizing patient’s life. This property can be then described by a computational tree
logic (CTL):

ϕ ≡ AG (eHS = 0) ≡ AG (¬ (eHS = 1))

3. Attack Graph Generation

Two software programs were utilized to conduct the cyberattack scenarios’ generation and
visualization, as shown in Figure 2. These tools are JKind model checker and Graphviz. JKind is
a software tool that we used to conduct cyberattack scenarios against the PARMS [40]. The model
checker keeps checking repeatedly if a given finite-state model of a system meets a given security
property of importance. JKind is an infinite-state model checker for analyzing safety attributes of a
system asserted in Lustre, a data flow synchronous terminology arranged for programming reactive
systems like automatic control and auditing systems [41]. The JKind employs a back-end satisfiability
modulo theories (SMT) solver to validate if a system model complies with a specific temporal logic
property in every execution of the system. A wrong execution in which a property is not fulfilled is
expressed as a counter example (CE) illustrating a sequence of attack instances (i.e., attack scenarios).

The PARMS depiction model of the parts and their interfaces and links is defined using architecture
analysis and design language (AADL), within the open-source integrated development environment
(Osate2). The AADL model is confined by assume guarantee reasoning environment (AGREE) annex
plug-in in which the constants or variables are established locally. The AGREE plug-in translates
the AADL+Annex models and properties to Lustre and communicates with JKind which verifies the
system against the security property under study ϕ, and gives the result as a CE.

Considering the given security property ϕ, the goal of the attacker is to gain a root access on
the home monitoring device (HS), and therefore gain the ability to alter the settings of the HS. Thus,
imposing a life-threatening risk to patient. The JKind model checker generated the following counter
example (CE1: IGAP-HS → SHS-PN →MIMPN-PN →MAPN-HS) as a spreadsheet shown in Figure 3.

This attack sequence can be summarized as follows. Initially, the attacker has a root privilege
on AP, an IGAP-HS attack is initialized to gather information about the HS (e.g., IP addresses). After
the IGAP-HS attack an SHS-PN attack is launched between the HS and PN to get login username and
password. This will allow the attacker to access the PN with user privilege therefore disclosing patient
and HS information. Using the disclosed information, an MIMPN-PN attack is launched against the
PN components to gain a higher privilege (root privilege). Using this privilege, an MAPN-HS attack
is conducted exploiting a COTS vulnerability in the HS to gain a root access to it. By doing so, the
attacker can alter the settings of the HS which will affect the wireless pacemaker and jeopardize the
patient’s life.

The generated counter example CE1 is encoded in disjunction with the property ϕ under study,
that is ϕ ∨ CE1. A new counterexample complies with: ¬ (ϕ ∨ CE1) = ¬ ϕ ∧ ¬ CE1, i.e., a counter
example of ϕ distinct from CE1. This produces a new counter example (CE2: SEAP-PN → PVPN-PN →
MIMPN-PN →MAPN-HS). By continuing this process, three CEs were found, producing the complete
attack scenarios (attack graph).
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Figure 2. Cyber-attack scenarios implementation workflow. AADL: architecture analysis and design
language, CE: counter example.

 

Figure 3. CE1 spreadsheet.
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In order to visualize the union of generated cyberattack scenarios (attack graph), the Graphviz
tool and DOT graph description language are used. Graphviz is a package of open-source tools used
to represent structural information as diagrams of abstract graphs and networks. Graphviz takes the
descriptions of graphs in a simple text language [20]. The resulting attack graph shown in Figure 4
consists of arrows and nodes. Each arrow illustrates a possible occurrence of an attack instance, while
each node represents the system state resulting from executing the attack instance. An attack scenario
is a sequence of attack instances represented by any path from the initial node to the final node in the
attack graph. The shown attack graph has three attack scenarios that terminate in a reachable state
where the settings of HS can be altered by the attacker. Hence, the attacker can gain a root privilege on
the pacemaker, which may threaten the patient’s life.

Figure 4. PARMS generated attack graph. MA: Malware Injection, SE: Social Engineering, IG: Intelligent
Gathering, MiM: Man-in-the-Middle, SQL: SQL Injection, S: Sniffing, PV: Pivoting, PS: Phishing, HS:
Home Monitoring Device, PN: Patient Support Network, AP: Access Point, PP: Physician Programmer
pHS: Attacker level of privilege on HS, phi: Attacker level of privilege on host i, di: Data identification
of component i; ki: Confidential data disclosure of component i, ei: Data alteration of component i.
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The generated graph may aid system administrators to decide the placement of appropriate
detection and prevention measures. For instance, experimental results showed that an MA attack can
never be correctly conducted against the HS without running MIM or SQL attacks first against the PN.
Thus, by way of preventing MIM and SQL, the system administrators can also eliminate the MA attack
which would immensely enhance the system security.

In addition to that, the MA attack against the HS required exploiting the COTS vulnerability
in its operating system or the firmware update vulnerability. Therefore, securing the HS operating
system and deploying an intrusion detection system (IDS) between the HS and the PN may prevent
the attacker from executing the remaining attacks.

The feasibility of protecting implantable medical devices (IMDs) is explored by [42] without
adjusting them by carrying out security strategies completely on an external device called a shield.
The shield is placed between the IMD and possible correspondents, e.g., worn on the body close to the
implanted device. The shield performs as a gateway that conveys messages between the IMD and
accredited endpoints. Such an approach improves the security of IMDs for patients who already have
them and enables medical staff to access a protected IMD by discarding the external device or turning
it off.

4. Conclusions

In this work, attack graph generation for PARMS is presented using a JKind model checker and
DOT language within Graphviz. The idea for modeling is the application of an architectural descriptive
language to capture the security-related details of PARMS that an attacker may exploit to impose
life-threatening risks to patients. The main goal of this research is to increase the awareness about the
security of IoT medical devices. This is done by identifying some of the cyberattacks and estimating
their impacts against PARMS. Cyberattacks and vulnerabilities need to be taken into consideration
when designing medical IoT devices. Even though some healthcare companies aim to consider within
their product development life-cycle safety and security concerns, yet more testing and verification
methods are required to produce a systematic method to test the detection or mitigations determined or
provided during the safety and security analyses phase against some sophisticated hacking tools. It is
important that attacks and defenses be carefully and independently investigated in order to accurately
assess risk of the attack and effectiveness of the defense. Determining appropriate detection and
mitigation techniques are future directions to pursue.
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